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BULLETIN 
OF THE 

SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL STUDIES 

VOL. VIII. PART 4. 

Ttaugara 
By H. W. BAILEY 

STEIN 
MS. Ch. 00269 is a report by hada ('envoys '), who call 

themselves iaiaa bisa (' humble servants '), on behalf of seven 

rispura (' princes '). It consists of 120 lines, but of that a considerable 

part cannot yet be translated. The report is concerned with the cities 
of Sacfi and Kammicfi. Danger from robbers is reported and an 
investment of the city of Khmmicii, so that food and cattle are lacking. 
Then comes the following passage, which is quoted here for the 

geographical names (lines 75-80): 
75 cu 

jsam. 
kammicfi bdfimna tta vafia drrai pacada 

st.re 76 cii ttfidiga u ttiirkibayarkava u hattibara u 
ici imjiiva 1 tta yipikimnittahi: u beai 77 darfiki 
nasta stgre 
ci buri hvaihu:ra 2 tta bidi karastahi: nasta 
u karastaha 

78 cu dfimva u cahi:spata u sfilya - tta jsam kitha 
khu tta viiia drrai pacada bi'i ham 79 tsa ni samimrde 

kammicfi ha hervi 4 hadi ni ttramdi hame 

sglai aphaje 5 u dglai jsam va 80 khaysi nidti 

x u ici lrmjtva is written under the line. 
2 hvaihu:ra are probably Uighurs, cf. Tib. Hor, JRAS 1931, 832, and Chinese 

3 s~lya seems elsewhere, in a document from the Khotan region, to mean the people 
of KiTyar (Tib. su-lig). 

4 hervi, often in this document, ' any'. 
5 aphlje ' investment (?) '. Cf. phaj- in hatmph4j- ' to envelope'; nasphaj- occurs 

in 
ca nasphaj•nde mami pufia avamrta. 
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884 H. W. BAILEY- 

Translation : 
As to the badlna 1 in Kammicii, three sections now exist. As to 

ttadi(a and ttfrkibayarkdva and the hattibara and ci (and) irnjiva, 
they are now settled in yipikimnittahi: and bedidariiki. As many 
as are hvaihu:ra, all those are settled in karastahi: [and karastaha].2 
As to dmiiva and cahi:spata and siilya, they are now in the city, so 
that now all the three sections disagree together. No envoy has entered 

Kammici. On the one side is investment (?), on the other side there 
is no food. 
It is necessary to confront this with a passage of the Sacfi document, 

published by F. W. Thomas and Sten Konow, Two Medieval Documents 

from Tun-huang, 27-31, which contains a list of names, probably at 
the same time names of places and of peoples. The spacings are 

significant. 

imjuva yahi:la 
k.ri 

adapahfitti bakfi 
basikatti karabiri karibari tti tilisi stare 

. . imj si kri ttaugara ayabiri 
caraihi: yabiitti kari afiahi:4ipabhfitti 
karattaha s pata tti ttari ttrfisahfita. sddimiya 4 

ttrrfikibayarkdta 5 cini•da. 
The first list is certainly concerned with Kaimmicfi near Saci 

(= Tun-huang), which is doubtless 4- J kdm thiqu (kan-tsou, 
kan-chou) in Kansu. The name occurs also in Stein MS. (Brit. Mus.) 
5212, 4 kamact kithdsta 'to the city of Kamaci ', and in the Sacii 
Document 16 kammaci kathi u laicji kamtha u dhvi kamtha.6 In 

1 bdfivmna occurs in two other passages of this document: 64 tti mifz bidi 
bdmiirzna drri ttyda* pahaiasag kM 1ndi si . .. 

. 
'thus all the bidfina attributed (ida- 

partic. to ar- in ham-ar-, hamida ' join ' and ncamavarida ' famous ') the fault to those 
pahaisa, saying that ....' 69 u khvai b4davna ttii heri bausta ' and when the bidfina 
understood that matter'. 

2 Apparently dittography. 
3 karattaha perhaps corresponds to karastaha of the first list. Tata could represent 

Old Iran. pati- ' lord', cf. Khotan Saka sp4ta, sp4 'general' < *spidapati, corre- 
sponding to Tibetan sde-dpon. So read (in place of ydta, yi) spata, sfpa in the Sacil 
document 47, 39. 

4 sa8imiya is struck out. One might think of Solmi. 
5 ttrraki-, ttiirki- of this name is perhaps 'Turk', Tib. dru-gu (F. W. Thomas, 

JRAS. 1931, 816 if.). In this same document Ch. 00269, line 48, we find ttfirki uha: 
hfvi ' belonging to the chief (?) of the Turks '. 

6 laicii is almost certain. In Ch. 0048, 5, kanmmicf and s=ac are also mentioned in 
association. In the same context occurs Ivahvd, where one will no doubt recognize 
Mhtvd. 
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TTAUGARA 885 

the two lists 
t?di.ga 

corresponds to tilisi,' ttfsrkibayarkdva to ttrriili- 
bayarkdta (so to read), irTmjva to ij va. We shall probably infer that 
the other places or peoples are in the same neighbourhood. This is 

important for ttaugara, which is thus assured about A.D. 800 in the 

region of Kanchou.2 

This notice of ttaugara provides the indigenous confirmation of the 

oft-quoted passage of Ptolemy, Geogr. vi, 16 (see F. W. Thomas, 
JRAS 1931, 834-5, A. Herrmann in Sven Hedin, Southern Tibet, 
viii (1922) 212) who names from the itinerary of Maes Titianus the 

people Oayoopot, and the mountain Oayovpov opos south of the 

city of 
Ooy•dpa. 

It is clear that at that time Ooydpa was an 

important city on the silk route, and it has therefore been identified 
with Kanchou. Since ttaugara seems not to be kammicii, it may 
represent a small adjacent town or a people in which the name had 
survived during the six intervening centuries. 

In or near this same region lived according to Tibetan documents 
the thod-kar, phod-kar (F. W. Thomas, JRAS 1931, 834-5, information 
which has unfortunately been overlooked by recent writers on the 

Tochari). In the same region from the second century B.C. were 
remnants of a people called k J J z by the Chinese (most recently 
discussed by Pelliot, Tokharien et Koutchden, JA 1934, i, 37, note 1,- 
cited below as Tokh.). The * )J 1 had in the second century B.C. 

passed to the west, and there also a similar name is found: -roXapot. 
It is possible, as has often been contended (see the bibliography in 
Schwentner, Tocharisch (1935) 18), that the two names, the native 
name 3 toyara and the Chinese *f: J r- refer to the one people. One 

might indeed have expected to find so important a name as toyara, 
which persisted for centuries, transcribed in Chinese of the second- 
first centuries B.C. 

[If the toyara are the k 1 l A, k J 2, the conjecture, which has 
however no importance for the following discussion, may perhaps 
be allowed, after so many earlier conjectures, that the Chinese name 

1 For s and 8, 4 and 1, cf. sidathasi, hilathasa' iltls, Chilis ' in Ch. 1, 0021a, b 15-16, 
edited in Acta Orientalia (in the press). They are probably a section of the 
t'iet-lak *tlis. 

2 Clauson's very. doubtful discussion of this passage setting ttaugara in Tokhiristin 
need not be considered here (JRAS 1931, 309). 

3 The occurrence of the one name-of Ooyapa ttaugara thod-kar in the east and of 
roXapot in the west-used of the one people, suffices to prove that this people had 
brought the name with them, since the name is found in places too remote for it 
to be possible to suppose the name to be a foreign designation. It is therefore evidently 
their native name. 
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886 H. W. BAILEY- 

* a fV in its first two syllables is an attempt to approximate to 
the foreign name toyara--it is even possible that one ought to pre- 
suppose an earlier form *Oodyara-at a time, long before Hiuan Tsang's 
efforts in the cause of syllabic transcription, when a different, 
disyllabic, system seems to have been preferred. It would 
of course also be possible to suppose that a familiar name had been 

partially adapted to designate newly-encountered foreigners. In 
A.D. 600 * was d'di or t'di and )] was ngijwt, earlier d'dd (-d being 
inferred from the later -i; -0 has also been conjectured), and ngjwit 
(Karlgren in a letter of date 23.1.1936, and cf. Konow, Corpus 
Inscriptionum Indicarum II, i, lx, and 'Notes on the Indo-Scythian 
Chronology ', Journ. Ind. Hist. xii, 6; Pelliot, Tokh. 25): d'dd-ngiwit 
could perhaps render *toyar- (or *Oo(d)yar-). On this theory f or 

j would be explained either as a foreign word of unknown meaning, 
possibly a title, since we may think of EE sak-ji4ang, Skt. 'aka- 
murunda, if 3E is here correct, or of '* P~a kuot-tuat-iie beside 

,• PM kuat-tuat for the name of Khottal (Chavannes, Documents sur 
les Tou-kiue occidentaux, 276) ; or V would be a Chinese word in the 
sense of ' clan', the alternative pronunciation of f (thie beside die) 
in this name being then perhaps due to dialectal pronunciation in 
Chinese and hence replaceable by -- 

thie (which does itself occur in 
the sense of 'branch of a family '). Such a use of 'clan' could be 

paralleled in other Central Asian documents, Tibetan or Saka, and 
seems to be known in early Chinese. On the same theory the use of 

)J5 without k, which is found in the earliest reference in the 
account of the Shi-ki, c. 100 B.C., where however we find also 

* )l ] beside /,J % fl , would be due to the two reasons that 
the Chinese tended to abbreviate foreign words (and not only proper 
names, as is attested by ft if J pji (b'ji)- k'iu-nji beside ? nji, 
Skt. bhiksuni; P~iJ M J di -lji-ia beside iji-fa, Skt. drya; f~p r 
g'ia-ldm Skt. saizghardma), and that they could have taken }• 
(' great') as their own word for 'great'. This second reason would 
also explain the purely Chinese invention of the term ,I 

- I f- 'the 
little J~ ' where /,J sidu 'little ' stands in contrast to k 'great'. 
The name occurs also, abbreviated to &, before personal names 

(Pelliot, Tokh. 40 note 1). ; is also used in the name * t'di-'iwon 
beside Y alone (JAOS 37, 148), and in. t'di-di'iak, Mid. Pers. 

tfi~y ' Arab'. 
A curious piece of evidence deserves to be cited here. According 

to the Memoirs on the Western Lands gW i~ 2, on his return journey 
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TTAUGARA 887 

Hiuan Tsang passed the ruins of Endere (Saca of the Kharosthi 
documents, identified by Stein, Ancient Khotai-, i, 429, cf. Herrmann 
in Southern Tibet, viii, 211), between Niya and Krorayina. Here, 
apparently through the hearing of some tales, he thought to recognize 
the ruins of the old M 3 (with variants: read tuoXuild 1) country. 
Though the identification may be incorrect, it is evident that Hiuan 

Tsang was here using his ordinary transcription of the name of the 
western toXara to refer to the toyara of the east. It may be that he was 

purposely replacing the old (now inadequate) transcription k a (R) 
by his more exact trisyllabic transcription tuoXudid. 

It is also interesting to recall that two wooden tablets from Niya 
mention a man of the fJ •'~ 

'the ngiwvt-t.ie country', see most 

recently Pelliot, Tokh. 40, note 1.] 

T6yARISTNN, TOXXR1STXN 

1. The Name 

The detailed discussions of the land of Tokharistdn have now made 
it clear that for the period of the fourth to eighth centuries A.D. only 
one region (apart from the reminiscence of the eastern toyara near 
Kanchou surviving, as we have seen above, in Greek, Khotan Saka, 
Tibetan and probably Chinese) was recognized to have the name 

toyara. This was the country between Sogdiana (Sughd) at the Iron 
Gates (dar i dhanin) and Bamiyan (see Marquart, Eradnsahr, 199 ff., 
Pelliot, Tokh. 33 ff.). The capital was Balkh (Bag-la in Tibetan) 
and the city of Tarmita was comprised in it. It was therefore the old 
Bactria. The evidence is furnished by Arabic, Armenian, Tibetan and 
Chinese sources. It is now not disputed. 

There remain however certain points to be cleared up 2 in 
connection with the name itself. The Chinese transcriptions are given 
by Pelliot, Tokh. 34 ff. and 48 note 1 (cf. Herrmann, Southern Tibet, 
viii, p. 450) as follows: 

(1) Travellers and Histories 

g tuoXudld r P P t'uoxudld 
S g tuoxualda0 ~ t'uoxuadld 

S, 
tuoXudld ox t'uoXudld 

1 Taisho ed. 2087, p. 945, col. 3. 
" It is necessary to treat the problem in somewhat elementary fashion, since 

Indianists, who have largely interested themselves in this matter, seem rarely to have 
understood the method of writing in consonantal scripts. 
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(2) Religious books translated from Sanskrit 

9 LJ 11 a btQ k'iwo lak 

YU R tau k'iwo 
l• •2~ •'P ! tau sa ld 

The name is recorded apart from the Chinese in scripts of two 
kinds : (1) using vowels, (2) without vowels. Only the vocalized scripts 
can be used to recover the full word. 

(a) (1) Greek roxapot -raxopot, in the east Oayovpot Ooyapa. 
(2) Latin (derived from Greek) tochari with MS. variants including 

thogarii. 
The word occurs in verse scanned -roxapot, but unfortunately 

the verse is late and cannot be pressed to decide the quantity of -a- 

(see Marquart, Erdngahr, p. 207, note 4). The second form 
'raxopoL, 

if correct, confirms the scansion with short second syllable. 
(3) Armenian t'uxari-k', toXarastan. 
(4) Sanskrit tukhdra, 

tus.ra 
(in some districts s was pronounced 

kh), tuhkhara, tus~kra. 
(5) Tibetan in the east thod-kar, phod-kar; in the west tho-gar, 

tho-dkar, tho-kar. 

(6) Khotan Saka ttaugara. 
(b) (without vowels) (1) Turkish twXry (twyry, twqry) in Manichean 

and Buddhist texts. 

(2) Mid. Pers. 
twyryst,[n]. 

(3) Arabic-Pers. jJ~ tuXaristan, ij".J 
tuXcurd, 

also 

Al1' (•taXdristan 
and jtA " .t.axairistan 

(u may represent 
u or o), see Marquart, Erangahr, 228 f. 

(4) Syriac thwrstn. 
The d of Sanskrit has been supposed to be due to analogy with 

tusdra ' cold'. The Arabic alif (-d-) and ai (implying &) favour a long 
vowel, but are not decisive, since quality may have guided them in 
their spelling. Of the vocalized scripts only Saka is unambiguous 
with -a-, but most probably Greek also has a. Tibetan does not 

normally distinguish quantity, and Armenian is unable to do so. 
It is of course possible that the toyara language was indifferent to 
quantity of vowels, but d is indicated by the city name (Sogd.) 
Srw,,n (*Oruwin or *8ruwan, Gr. Opoava).' 

1 We have however kr'wrn beside kwrynk in Sogdian for krorayina. Pelliot's 
transcription *daruwn, Tokh. 31, is naturally not acceptable. 
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The medial consonant is either y or X (the labial u of the Chinese 
forms with Xud is not elsewhere attested; on Syriac thwrstn, see 

below). Saka -g-, pronounced -y-, and Mid. Pers. y in a script which 
has distinct signs for g y X, possibly Latin thogarii and the eastern 
forms in Greek show y, elsewhere in Greek, Arabic and Armenian 
occurs X (to which Sanskrit kh, hkh correspond). Tibetan (g, k, dk) 
is ambiguous. Since Wi Xud was used to express the yd of 46t= 

faryana (Chavannes and Pelliot, Traite Manichden retrouve' en Chine 

(1913), 208 note), the Chinese also must be considered ambiguous here. 
There remains the Turkish twyry (twxry), which must be a little 

more fully treated. It is necessary to protest against the mechanical 

reading toXri, which since F. W. K. Miiller 1 has had so much currency. 
The matter stands as follows. In the Sogdian script which was adopted 
and adapted by the Uighur Turks (a description is given by Von le Coq, 
'Kurze Einfiihrung in die uigurischen Schriftkunde,' Mitteil. d. 
Seminars fiir orientalischen Sprachen, Berlin, 1919, 93-109), vowels 
are not clearly indicated. In Sogdian itself a, i, u are often left 

unmarked, but they may be expressed by the use of, (alif), y, and w. 
Since ,, y, and w may also indicate d, S e, and 56 respectively, only 
etymology can decide when ' is a or i, y is i or i or j, w is u or ii or 6. 
We also find ,, ,y, and ,w in use. In Sogdian script only consonants 
exist. The Turks took and imperfectly adapted this consonantal 

alphabet to their vocalic system. Beside the system which left a, i, 
u unmarked (there are many Turkish words in which at least one 

syllable is written without the vowel sign, as in pyltymz, biltimiz 'we 
knew '), it became the custom to use ,, initially for a, , initially for a 
(but also, more rarely, a), medially for a or d, y for i and i (e not being 
distinguished), w for u or o, wy in the first syllable (but sometimes 

only w) for ii or o. So we find in Turkish words tngry tdngri, ym, yima, 
kntw kantii, yrly yarl-y. In foreign words this vowelless system is 

equally common, particularly for the reason that in many words the 

Sogdian spellings were received with the script itself. So we have 

smnn6 (Sogd. gmnnd) *hamanand 'female disciple', ps'k (Sogd. 
'psk, Mid. Pers. pwsg, Av. pusd) *pusak ' crown ', Srbk, sr,b,k, Skt. 

1 Transcriptions of F. W. K. Miiller must be used for linguistic purposes with 
some caution. He was evidently satisfied to get a set of graphic correspondences 
even if he did violence to the phonetic system of the languages. In Iranian his first 
attempts to render Persian, Parthian and Sogdian were perhaps excusable at the 
time, but they did not give Iranian forms. For Turkish-a simpler phonetic system- 
his method had less evil effects. But the same mechanical results gave for example 
baliy in place of baliq, if the two dots distinguishing q from y were absent. 

57 Vol. 8 
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890 H. W. BAILEY- 

rrdvaka, pr,ty,pwd, prtykpwt Skt. pratyekabuddha, pwtystb, pwtysbt 
Skt. bodhisattva, tby',, tby,6 tavyac 'China', bX'r, brX'r (Sogd. Prxr) 
Skt. vihdra, brxmdty Skt. brahmadatta. 

Applied to twyry (twXry twqry), this means that a great number of 

readings is possible. To decide between these readings external 
evidence is necessary. This evidence is afforded by the spelling in 
vocalized scripts. It proves that three syllables must be read.' Between 
u and o in the first syllable it is not possible to decide positively. The 
medial consonant can be read y X (or possibly q). The eastern forms 
have y in Greek and Saka, and Mid. Pers. toyaristin (so to vocalize) 
makes y possible for Turkish also. Hence either toyari or to-ari (hardly 
toqari) may be read. A reading toXr* is purely mechanical and 
useless to decide the indigenous pronunciation of the name. 

The Syriac thwrstn also needs a note 2 of explanation. It is probable 
that the position of the w is due to a tendency similar to that observable 
in Sogdian particularly in the later texts to traject the w. In Sogdian 
s8wt-, 8ywt- is 8uXt or 8uyd, Mid. Pers. duxt 'daughter'; rxw'n is 

r56Xn, Mid. Pers. r6sn 'light'; swySykt suy8ik-t ' Sogdians' beside 

sywsyk adj. 'Sogdian', syws8ynk suyiydnak 'Sogdian', and so in 
other words. We shall probably read Syriac thwrstn as toXarastan or 

thXarastan, or with U' in place of '. 

2. Script 
Hiuan Tsang in the Memoirs of the Western Lands A -~t 

showed himself particularly interested in the writing and literature of 
the countries he visited. He was it seems perfectly familiar with the 
Indian Brahmi writing, and in Agni,3 Kuci, 

Kh.sa 
(Kiyar), and 

Khotana he remarks that they used the Indian writing with some 
modifications. His accuracy in this has been attested by the discoveries 
of MSS. in Central Asia. But he came upon other scripts which 
evidently seemed to him to need further description. Happily he 
thought to describe the scripts of Sogdiana and Tokharistan in detail. 

1 The -y of the Turkish form has probably not the same origin as the -i- in 
Armenian t'uXari-k'. It seems to be due in both cases to some Iranian form. In 
Turkish it may be the -i of the nom. sing. Sogdian, as in yymky Sogd. ymgyy, ymqyy 
BSOS. viii, 588, but in Armenian this would not be possible : it would there be rather 
an adjectival - < -4k. The Turkish form is the same in both Buddhist and Manichean 
texts. Markwart, Festgabe Szinnyei (1927) 67, read toXary. 

2 Pelliot's interpretation of the Syriac form, Tokh. 48, note 1, ad calc., is 
unacceptable. 

3 So the Wei annals, translated by S. LUvi, Le " Tokharien," p. 11, state : l'dcriture 
est comme celle des Brahmanes. 
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The close correspondence of the two descriptions can be seen when 
they are set side by side. We are fortunate in having recent 
translations by Pelliot, Tokh. 48 ff. 

Sogdiana 

+t ft A! o 

a *~U0 
4fit ; 13 * 0 

;x 3tc 

Taisho edition 2087, p. 871, col. 

1, 11. 12-13, Beal, transl. p. 26. 

Translation by Pelliot. 
Les lettres de l'4criture sont 

peu nombreuses, constitu6es par 
vingt et quelques l16ments 
primitifs, qui se combinent et 

s'engendrent et produisent un 

large developpement (de vocabu- 

laire). [Ces gens] ont quelques 
ceuvres ecrites dont ils lisent le 
texte verticalement.1 

Tokharistiin 

i toIJo 
Taisho edition 2087, p. 872, col. 

1, 11. 17-18, Beal, transl. p. 38. 

Les lettres de l'4criture sont 
au nombre de 25, qui se com- 
binent et s'engendrent, et par 
leur emploi s'etendent a toutes 
choses. L'6criture se lit horizon- 

talement, en allant de gauche ia 
droite. Les ceuvres littfraires ont 
progressivement crfi en nombre, 
et depassent en ampleur celles du 
sou-li (sogdien). 

The statements are admirably clear. Hiuan Tsang is in both cases 
describing an alphabetic system of few letters. It is evident too that 
he did not recognize the Indian Brahmi script in either of these. The 
Sogdian is known to us beyond dispute. Hiuan Tsang's description 
is accurate. Happily the coins attributed to the Hephthalites (Junker, 
'Die hephthalitischen Miinzinschriften,' SBAW 1930) and the 
Kushano-Sasanian coins (Herzfeld, Memoirs of the Indian Archeological 
Survey, 1930, No. 38), beside their Brahmi and Aramaic legends, show 
us this script of Tokharistin : it is the Greek script of Bactria. The 
Greek alphabet had twenty-four letters, but on the coins a new letter 

p is known representing s. Hiuan Tsang seems here also to be exact. 
So evident indeed is this conclusion that it is regrettable that Pelliot, 

1 In the description of Sogdiana, the T'ang Annals (cap. 221, "F, p. 1, col. 8) state: 
Sif W, which Chavannes, Documents sur les Tou-kiue occidentaux, 134. 

rendered: (Ces gena) sont habitues d dcrire en lignes horizontales. 
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Tokh. 53, should have made an attempt to find the Brihmi writing 1 
in this description, without reference to the existence of the Greek 

writing on the coins. 
There is however one very important additional fact to notice, 

although it has not so far been mentioned in connection with the 
Tocharian problem. In the Berlin Academy are preserved (at least 

three) fragments in the same script as that of the Hephthalite coins, 
that is, in Greek script. These fragments,2 which Junker is at present 
studying (loc. cit., p. 3), were brought from Central Asia. The writing 
of Tokharistan was therefore known in the Turfan region. 

It is therefore impossible to escape the conclusion that the Turk;sh 
toyari- (toXar*) applies to this, the only attested, literatur of 

Tokharistan, and written in the Greek script. 

3. Language 

Hiuan Tsang (the passages are conveniently brought together by 
Pelliot, Tokh. 49 f.; used earlier by Sta61-Holstein, Izv. Akad. Nauk 
1909, 479 ff.) states that the language of BMmiyin was a little different 
from that of Tokharistan. In Siynin, although the writing was like 
that of Tokhiristan, there were differences in the language. In Kapidi 
the language and doctrinal rules were very different and in 8yamaka 
(Sang 

mjie) 
also the language was different. This would suit the theory 

1 The Brihmi script distinguishes 48 sounds for classical Sanskrit, and in 
Dialect A there are 10 (if ta was originally distinct from dha there are 11) additional 
signs. Documents in Dialect A contain Sanskrit words, and in foreign names also such 
sounds as h and kh are represented. Still other Brihmi signs are used to write Barbuq 
(Maralbashi) Saka and Turkish. 

2 The first notice of these fragments was given by Von le Coq, ' Koktiirkisches 
aus Turfan,' SBA W 1909, 1049 '.. . mehrere gr6ssere Fragmente einer Buchrolle in 
einer bis heute noch unbekannten semitischen kur8ivschrift... .' F. W. K. Miiller added 
a postscript, p. 1061 : ' Die ,, bis heute noch unbekannte 8emitische kursivschrift " ist, 
wie ich inzwischen feststellen konnte, die Schrift der Hephthaliten (Z~A, richtig 

wohl &1lA)* oder ,, weissen Hunnen ".' 
The Hephthalites had occupied TokhiristAn about A.D. 468. Presumably they 

adopted the Tocharian writing, since according to * suong jiman, they had no 
writing of their own (Chavannes, BEFEO. 1903, 404 : dans ce pays, on ne connait pas 
d'&criture). The script of these Central Asian fragments was in any case not con- 
fined to the Hephthalites. Hiuan Tsang records it also in giynin and 
i.ang mjie, yAmnka, which (cf. Herrmann in Southe n Tibet, viii, 447) was Mastiij 

and Citril. It was therefore premature to call these fragments Hephthalite. 
* One must of course in this problem keep in mind the possibility of a phonetic 

change of ef, ef to j which would suit the NPers. form haitdl. 
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that the language of Tokharistin was Iranian.' It is therefore to be 
noted that the Hephthalite coins use an Iranian titulary B AFO 
' god', OZOPOBAAI ' hazdrapati (leader of a thousand, but long 
established as an important rank in Persia) ', and employ the Iranian 

gen. plur. -ano (Junker, loc. cit.).2 The significant presence of y or 

X in the name toyara-toXara would be compatible with an Iranian 
origin. In the east similarly the city name Opoava Sogd. 8rw'n 
8rwn,, shows a fricative (the 0 of Opoava and the Sogd. 8 together 
exclude t or t': in Chinese the name is ~ tuqn ywdng and i & 
d'uan yWdng with t and d'). 

The possibility however that the Tochari in their wanderings had 

changed their language must not be overlooked." The k JA who 
remained in the east (spoken of as the f, fJ a) spoke a language 
like that of the K'iang near whom they lived (see Pelliot, Tokh. 37, 
note 1). Strabo (first century B.c.) writing a hundred years after the 
Tocharian invasion, knew that the Bactrians and Sogdians.spoke 
similar languages (ed. Meineke xv, 2, 8): E'ITEKTEIVEaL8 8? rO'o/~za 
rjS 'Aptavjs i-XpE pCpov ~v3S Kal HEpa6&V Kal M7wOJv KaL ~7 

-rVv rp7 apKTOV BaKKrp••v Kac 7oy8avwv E' tal ydyp 7TWS Kal 

l/doyAw•QroL 
trap (iLLKpdV. Bactra was the Tocharian capital. It 

remained one of the capitals of the Hephthalites,4 although their 
winter residence was, it seems, elsewhere, in old BadaXan 
(Herrmann, Asia Major, ii, 576). 

4. Literature 

Direct evidence for the existence of this lost toyara literature is 
contained in Turkish colophons from Central Asia. In colophons of the 

1 Muslim authors, Ibn al-Muqaffa' and Muqaddasi, quoted by Marquart, Eraniahr, 
88-9, indicate that a dialect of farsi ' Persian ' was used in Balkh from the eighth 
century; probably, as Marquart thought, the language of Sasanian Persia had 
penetrated the city. 

2 These forms are not Persian, but similar to Sogdian and Khotan Saka. 
3 If it could be proved that the first vowel of toyara was an 6 etymologically distinct 

from d and 9, Iranian would be excluded. But evidence is lacking. Tibetan o, Greek o, 
Saka au, Armenian o (in toXarastan) support o. Armenian t'uXari-k' could be due to 
an Iranian pronunciation where 1i and 4 were not distinguished. But it would still be 
necessary, even if the first syllable were 6, to prove the existence of i4 also in the 
language. 

4 In the sixth century A.D. according to the Chou annals (composed A.D. 630) based 
on a report of 

_ 
4j yiwei svng who travelled in 518-522, the Hephthalites were 

related to the * 
J. 

-X. It seems to refer to the time of the report, not to the time 
of the origin of the * y wyat (Hephthalites) in Dzungaria (see Herrmann, A8ia Major, 
ii, 569). Cf. the T'ang annals, Chavannes, Documents sur les Tou-Kiue occidentaux, 
p. 158. 
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Turkish version of the Maitreya-samiti, which are conveniently 
exhibited by F. W. K. Miller and E. Sieg, Maitrisimit und 
,, Tocharisch", SBAW 1916, 414, Aryacandra (,,ry,)yntry) a native 
of Nagarade'a (nkrydyS, probably Jalalhbad on the Kabul river) 
is named as the composer (yaratmis). 

vaibazaki aryavindri 1 bodis(a)vt k(a)vi aiari 

iiniitkak 2 tilintin toy(a)ri tilinci yaratmi' 

. pr(a)tnnyarakv(i)t3 acari toy(a)ri tilintin tiirk tilinei 
aqtarmiv 

maitri-simit nom bitikdi "maitri bodis(a)vt tuzit t(d)ngri 
yirintin yirtinclika inmak " atl(i)y onun6 

iiliis nom tiikidi. 
Ended is the tenth chapter called " Descent of the Bodhisattva 

Maitreya from the divine land Tusita to the World ", in the 
book Maitreya-samiti. Composed by Aryacandra Bodhisattva, 
the VaibhMsika, the teacher and cadrya, in the Tocharian 

language 4 out of the Indian language. Translated by the 

Acdrya Prajfidraksita from the Tocharian language into Turkish. 
The meaning of yarat- ' make, create, compose ' is happily certain. 

It may be illustrated by the sentence yirig t(a)ngrig kim yaratmin 
tipan biltim(i)z ' we knew who created earth and heaven ' (Khuastuanift 
167-8, JRAS 1911, 291). yarat- occurs in hendiadys with it-' to make ', 
as in Sakiz Yiikmak (SBA W 1934) 80 kant ulu aiw barq itgdli yaratyali 
'die Griindung einer Stadt und eines Dorfes oder eines Hauses und 

1 ,,ryq'yntry with Sogdian spelling of nt for nd (cf. Sogd. ,sknt- Av. skanda-). 
2 In view of the statement of Schwentner, Tocharisch 12, note 1, that the 

Turkish dniitkdk " ist noch unerkliirt ", it should be pointed out that the Turkish ,ntkk, 
,ntk'k, ,ntkE, is quite simply explained by reference to the Sogdian ,yntk'w 'Indian' 
(Reichelt, Die soghd. Handschriftenreste d. Brit. Mus., ii, 70, 1. 37). In Sogdian words 
-,k -,w -,y interchange according to the obsolescent system of nominal inflexion 
(cf. Gram. sogd. ii, 75). A form 

*,yntk,k 
is nom. to the acc. ,yntkw. It should be 

vocalized *indukak, a derivative of induk from hindu- (Sogdian does not preserve 
Old Iranian h-), Mid.Pers. hindity, Armen. hnduk. This induk is attested in the plural 
,yntkwt induk-t (with trajected w, rather than with Reichelt " nom. sg. koll. (?) "). 
Turkish has modified and rearranged the vowels, a. method of adaptation attested in 
other foreign words, e.g. p,rdmn Skt. pradhdna, symyt Skt. samiti. Pelliot, T'oung-Pao, 
1931, 459 (quoted by A. von Gabain, SBA IV 1935, 169) had not fully understood the 

Sogdian forms. The Chinese P -ie'n -d'ak-g'ia (Life of Hiiuan Tsang, Taisho ed. 
2053, p. 227, col. 2, 1. 24) approximates to the Sogdian form, since it implies a reading 
* induka-. 

3 Sogd. prtnyh, pr,tny,, prttny, (Miiller-Lenz, Soghdische Texte, ii, 90-91, Reichelt 
loc. cit., i, Dhuta, 99, 100, 162, 195) transcribes Skt. prajild. It has hence passed to 
Turkish. The Sogdian indicates a Central Asian pronunciation dni for Skt. jii. 

4 For the use of -64 ' in ' (beside' into '), cf. dniitkdk tilinca ' in the Indian language ' 
in the title of the Sfitra quoted by F. W. K. Muiller, Uigurica ii, 51 note 1. 
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Hofes '. Cf. also Sikiz Yiikmak 243, ardinin yaratmis ordular' palaces 
constructed with jewels '. The meaning' compose ' for yarat- was used 

by F. W. K. Miiller, apart from this passage, as in ToXri und Kuisan, 
581: anatkdklc iltki vaibal sastar yaratdaci 'der im Lande Indiens 

Vaibh.sa-rastras 
verfasst habenden (Lehrer)'. Further examples 

are to be found in the Manichean texts published by Von le Coq. On 
the other hand ' translate' is expressed by awir- and aqtar-. 

The phrase aniitkcik tilintin toy(a)ri tilin~i yaratmil is not 

immediately clear,1 as the perplexities of translators testify (see 
Pelliot, Tokh. 54, and note 1). Two interpretations seem possible: 
(1) the writer of the colophon wished to express two facts, (a) 
Aryacandra composed the Maitreya-samiti in Sanskrit and (b) 
Aryacandra, composer of this Sanskrit poem, composed also a similar 
poem in toyari-he was then both composer and adapter of his own 

work, and the colophon has only succeeded in expressing clearly his 
character as composer, which was naturally the most important fact,- 
or (2) the reference to the 'Indian language' may mean that 

Aryacandra had used an Indian (Sanskrit or Prakrit) text as his source, 
such a text as we have embodied in the Khotan Saka text (edited by 
Leumann, Lehrgedicht des Buddhismus, chapter 23) or in Pali and the 

Divyavadana as well as in Chinese sfitras, and out of this had made his 

toyari poem. The second alternative is simpler. 
Nagara, Nagarahara, Nagarade'a, in the time of Hiuan Tsang 

was subordinate to Kdpidi. Unfortunately Hiuan Tsang did not record 

anything of the language. A native of Nagarade'a however would 

clearly have been using a foreign language in writing Sanskrit. It 
is possible too that toyari was also a foreign language for him. We 
are not however told where the Maitreya-samiti was composed. He 

may have been resident in Balkh or Tarmita at the time. 

5. Translations 

The activity of translators in Central Asia is abundantly attested 

by colophons. We hear of translations from Toyari, Tibetan (twypwt) 
and Chinese (tbyc, tby,') into Turkish; from Kuchean into Toyari 
and the Bariuq language (probably the language called Kanyak7 in 

Arabic), a fact in no way surprising in view of the well-attested activity 
of the kingdom of Kuci in the propagation of Buddhism; also of the 
translation of Indian books into Khotan Saka (from hidvdmga), 
Sogdian (from ,yntkw), Tibetan, Chinese and Kuchean; and trans- 

1 Schwentner's ' deutlich ', Tocharisch 12, is too optimistic. 
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lation of Khotanese (the language of Li-yul, perhaps Saka) into Tibetan. 
Elsewhere there is mention of the translation of Chinese into Sanskrit 

(Chavannes BEFEO 1903, 438). 
It has been necessary to clear the ground by establishing the 

meaning of toyara ; and to reject the erroneous view of the script and 
literature of Tokharistdn, before proceeding to the complex problem of 
the language known from the fragments published in Tocharische 

Sprachreste by Sieg and Siegling, 1921, and treated in their grammar 
with Schulze's 

collaboration": 
Tocharische Grammatik, 1931. The 

language may at first be conveniently referred to by the neutral name 

(which has been used above in the footnotes) Dialect A. 

DIALECT A 

The Maitreya-samiti of 
.Aryacandra, 

undoubtedly the same poem 
as is preserved in Turkish, is known in Dialect A. Fragmentary 
colophons are preserved in Nos. 253a 5, 258b 3, 259b 2, 263a 6, 265a 1, 
287b 3, 297a 8, 298b 4, 299a 7, 302b 6 (see Miiller and Sieg, Maitrisimit 
und ,, Tocharisch ", SBAW 1916, 415). The various colophons allow 
the following to be established: 

vaibb isikyip ryacandres raritwunt 1 
maitreyasamitinfitkarm 

in the Maitreya-samiti-nataka composed by Aryacandra the 
Vaibhisika. 

Whether the Turkish has abbreviated the title to Maitreya-samiti 
or the version in Dialect A has expanded the title by the addition of 

ndtaka cannot be decided. The difference may reflect different 

manuscript sources. 
No reference is made to translation.2 But if the Turkish colophon 

quoted above is correct a Tocharian version existed and possibly, 
as noted earlier, also a Sanskrit original. 

In the infancy of Central Asian studies, in 1908, Sieg and Siegling, 
both Indianists, published a paper treating of Dialect A and Kuchean,3 

1 The meaning of the verb ritw-, nominal derivative retwe, in Kuchean ritt- and 
raitwe, is among those best attested. It translates in both dialects Skt. yog-, yuj. 
'to join, compose'. The Turkish yaratmis ''make, create' in the same context 
confirms this meaning. It is impossible to justify the use of ' iibersetzen ' either for 
the verb ritw- or the noun retwe. 

2 It is equally the practice of colophons in Khotan Saka to omit reference to 
translation from Sanskrit, although such information may be given at the beginning 
or in the body of the work. 

3 
" Kuchean " for Dialect B is now beyond dispute. Turkish kwyJ8n (in Sogdian 

script) and kwsn (in Arabic script) is the name of Kuci (Kuch&). k8sdn tili ' language 
of Kuci' is conclusive. It should be remembered that kuci is the name of a country 

(Hiuan Tsang used J& ,Q ' land of Kuci '), not only of a city as Miller and Sieg 
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entitled ' Tocharisch, die Sprache der Indoskythen '. From the existence 
of the two versions 1 of the Maitreya-samiti, and the reference in the 
Turkish colophon, the invalid inference was drawn that Dialect A 
and toyari were the same language. It is of course clear that a version 
in the language of Tokhiristdn (that is, in Greek script, as we have 

seen) does not exclude the possibility of other versions.2 At that time 
however knowledge of Central Asia was vague. It was quickly 
discovered that the second assumption-that it was the language of 
the Indo-Scythians--was wrong. The next step was to propose to 
exclude Dialect B (Kuchean) from the name " Tocharisch ", although 
it is clear that if the Tochari had spoken Dialect A, Kuchean is too 

closely related to be anything but a language of the Tochari. When it 
became certain that toyari meant the language of Tokhdristin, an 

attempt was made to save the first assumption by the further 

unsupported assumption that Dialect A had been imported for study 
from Bactria. But there, as is now certain, the Greek script was used 
for literature. Dialect A is known only in the Brdhmi script. We have 
seen above that the script of Tokh5ristin was known in the Turfan 

region, as the Berlin fragments attest. It is clear that a better case 
for the identification of the language of these fragments in Greek 

script with the ioyari of the Turkish colophon could be made out, 
though it is well to remember that they too may contain a still 
unknown language.3 There is nothing beyond the existence of versions 
of the Maitreya-samiti in toyari (according to the Turkish colophon) 
and in Dialect A to justify the inference of their identity. The loan- 
words in Turkish which were quoted to support this inference may be 
from either Kuchean 4 or Dialect A. As will be seen below Turkish 
seem to have imagined, see Schwentner, Tocharisch, 13-14. Sanskrit has kaucya 
' Kuchean ' for the people of the land of Kuci (Liders, Weitere Beitridge zur Geschichte 
und Geographie von O tturkestan, SBA W 1930, 17). [It is very necessary for Central 
Asian studies that all Kuchean materials should now soon be made available.] 1 The same argument would prove that Tibetan, Chinese and Khotan Saka were 
identical, because the Sumukha-dhkrani is known in all three versions. 

2 It is well to remember that the author Aryacandra was from Nagaradeha, to 
the south of Tokhiristin. 

s We have to remember that in 1933 near Samarkand a document in unknown 
script was found. It is stated to be written from right to left, the letters not being 
joined, see Sogdiiskii Sbornik, Academy of Sciences, Leningrad, 1934, p. 37, No. 15. 
We have also the long list of names in the colophon of the Gilgit Sanskrit MS. (see 
S. IUvi, JA 1932, 1, 45 if.), such as khukhuthfila, khukhuphana, utruphana, 
lerapukhra, leraksiVa. These are evidently not Turkish which does not know initial 
1- (or r-). 

4 A fact recognized also by Miiller and Sieg, loc. cit., SRA W 1916, 410 note 2, 
who state that 

kd.si, wasam•pt, pimtwdit, ka4tr, len paryen and rajagri are known 
also in Kuchean. 
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has other such loanwords where only the corresponding Kuchean 

words, but not those of Dialect A are attested. The evidence against 
the identification is positive, and the list of improbabilities involved 
in the theory that Dialect A known only in Brahmi script was imported 
from Tokhbristan is long (the period of 600-700 years' separation of 
Kuchean and Dialect A in Bactria, the different script, the significant 
absence of MSS. in Dialect A in Kuci to which they were supposed to 
be imported, the long period of the independent kingdoms of Kuci and 

Agni which makes an identical language in both almost unthinkable, 
the silence of the Chinese as to toyari books for study in Kuci or Agni, 
where they stated that Indian books were studied, the close relation- 

ship of the two dialects, even in loanwords, the use of different Buddhist 
technical terminology if the Kucheans had learnt from Dialect A, the 
absence of positive information how a language like Dialect A in 
Bactria became the language of Kuci). They are in fact insuperable. 

AGNI 

In referring to the kingdom of Agni 1 it is this same name Agni 
which foreigners employed. It occurs in the Saka text from Murtuq 
near Turfan, which is in the same dialect as the texts from Bareuq 
(Maralbashi), edited by Sten Konow, Ein neuer Saka-Dialekt, SBA W 

1935, No. viii, in the form agiiye gen. sing. It is known also in Chinese 
in various transcriptions, brought together by Liiders, Weitere Beitreige 
24 ff., as follows : 

f• 

~ 

'uo-i ian-gji, jidn-g'ji 
S'uo-g'ji A- "iak-nji a'n37 

One might deduce from these a native name *okiii with k not g, 
since g is considered to be foreign to the language of Agni, and o not 
a or u,2 if the Chinese 'uo and 6, Skt. and Saka. a are imperfect attempts 
to represent the one native sound. 

The Sanskrit text dealing with the domestic affairs of Agni, given 
in full below, uses Agni for the country, and a painting illustrated on 

1 The history of Agni (later called by the half-Turkish half-Persian name Qara- 
sahr) is given, somewhat too briefly, by S. Levi, Le " Tokharien ", JA 1933, 1, 8 ff. 
It is interesting to recall that li~Wong 

yu•i, 
who died before A.D. 345, seems to 

have been a sovereign with power extending to Krorayina (see Chavannes in Stein, 
Ancient Khotan, 537, 543, F. W. Thomas, Acta Orient. 1934, 49). People of Agni were 
also dispersed in Kansu and the Qomul region (Pelliot, T'oung Pao, 1931, 496, and 
Giles, BSOS vi, 844: ' the Lung (Dragon) tribe '). 

" a 'uo is us d to transcribe Skt. u in udyvna Ij 5 ' Suo -.4;'ang-nd. 
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the title-page of Tocharische Sprachreste has an inscription which 
reads: disya guru Zcdrya ilacandra a[g]neya (ibid., introd., xii). 
Agneya is ' Agnean, of the land of Agni'. The Turkish form of the 
name has not yet been pointed out. It is therefore to be hoped that 
it will occur in the Uighur version of the Life of Hiuan Tsang, of which 
the fifth chapter has been recently edited by A. von Gabain, Die 

uigurischen Ubersetzung der Biographie Hiian Tsang, SBA W 1935.1 
[A conjecture for a possible native etymology of Agni should not 

be forgotten here. If *oknii is adopted as the indigenous name attested 

by Chinese, Saka and Sanskrit (in Sanskrit gni is not used, hence gn 
would be substituted for it), such a word *okiii would be an adj. 
derivative in -fii to *ok, as in yokaiii 'thirsty ', cf. yoke 'thirst' in 
Dialect A. In turn *ok would be the form of Dialect A corresponding 
to Kuchean auk ' serpent '. It is possible that this word could express 
both ' serpent' and ' dragon' (' dragon' legends are recorded for 

Kuci), but for the twelve-year animal cycle two terms were needed, 
hence in Kuchean nd[k] from Skt. niga was used. In Dialect A 
'monsters' are called ndk and mdtdr, both foreign words. It is note- 

worthy that in Iranian the Avestan azig dahakd, a particular aUi 
' serpent', supplied the later Mid. Persian azdahdy and Mid. Parthian 

aidahdy as a word for ' dragon '. It is therefore interesting to notice 
that the Chinese used 1 1liwong 'dragon' to render the dynastic 
name of the kings of Agni, and this same liwong to name the people 
of Agni dispersed in Kansu and the region of Qomul. The Sanskrit, 
as noted above, had the ethnic designation agneya. It does not seem 
too rash to consider the Chinese liwong as a translation of *okfi. 
There are then two ways of understanding the development of 
meaning: (1) An animal name used as name of a hero (' the dragon' 
'dragon-like '), thence a tribal name (cf. A aaL Dahae, Dahistan, 
and Khotan Saka daha- 'man '), hence to a name of the country and 
also a dynastic title; or (2) ' the dragon' as name of the king and as 
dynastic title, thence used as a name for-the country. The Sanskrit 
and Saka a-, the Chinese 4 (which may be based on the Sanskrit form) 
and 'uo seem together to exclude a diphthongal pronunciation of the 
first syllable, but to favour o. 

It is possible that the heroic name Arjuna may have seemed in 
Sanskrit a suitable substitute for *okfii 'the dragon-hero ', and so 
have been used in the royal names Indrdrjuna and Candrdrjuna (see 

1 A letter from Fr. von Gabain has shown this hope to be unlikely of fulfilment. 
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below). But we have also in a Kuchean document a royal name, 
Ksemdrcune (Levi, Le " Tokharien " 23, where speculations are given; 
further developed by Fukushima, On the Designation-Problem of the 
so-called Tokharian language, 1935, 39). It should be noted that 

-arjuna does not occur in the names of the kings of Kuci listed by 
Liiders, Weitere Beitrdge, 23, to which is to be added the name of the 
successor of Suvarnadeva, ;iPl _V 4f1 • xd-liei puo-iet-pAit 
Haripuspa (Aurousseau, T'oung Pao, 1914, 393). [This would suggest 
also an interpretation of Artep as Harideva, rather than with Liiders, 
loc. cit., Haradeva.] 

If the conjecture liwong 'dragon' = *okfii (Agni) is 

acceptable, a further suggestion is perhaps worth noting down. The 
Chinese give also the Kuchean dynastic title. The Wei annals (quoted 
by Livi, JA 1913, 2, p. 346) read : Les rois de Koutcha ont pour nom 
de famille Po . In the same paper, p. 334, Levi notes the variant 

reading % for this 0~. Both were pronounced b'vk. Since we have 
the equation-Dynastic Title 

=-Country's 
name-in the case of 

Agni, the missing member of the equation-Kuchean Dynastic Title 

0 = Country's name-would be 'Kuci' itself. If then 0 here 

actually means 'white' as has usually been assumed (the variant 

M, since it has the same pronunciation, need not discredit this), 
it would be possible to conjecture that 'kuci' meant 'white'. The 
native pronunciation of the name ' kuci' would then be important. 
Chinese ~A kcjwi-tsi, )~ k'iuat-dz'i (see Pelliot, Tokh. 86 note 3) 
indicate kutsi (possibly with ii), and M a k'luat-t8ie indicates kutAi. 

Skt. has kuci, kucina (c = t0) and Chinese kutgi may be due to Sanskrit. 
Turkish kwysn (kiisan) has s. Since Chinese could distinguish ts and 

ts, the native pronunciation may have been rather kutsi. 
An Indo-European etymology of kutsi 'white' is easily found 

(no proof of correctness unhappily, since one could find etymologies 
for almost any combination of sounds in Indo-European) in the 
base keuk (Skt. gok-, 8uc- Iran. sauk- 'be bright ', which supplies 
colour names in Skt. 4ukla- 'white ', Av. suxra- 'red', cf. Khotan 
Saka surai 'clean '). We need not conjecture such a wealth of words 
for 'white' in Kuchean as Skt. shows with its dhavala, avadita, 
Aveta, uci, 'ukla, arjuna, dhauta, but two words, as in Iranian, Av. 
aurusa- and spaitita-, spiti-, Mid. Pers. ariis, spj8, would not be 

excessive, so that (at least earlier) Kuchean may have had a word 
kutsi ' white' beside irkwi ' white '. A word kutsi could be considered 

an adjectival derivative in -i (cf. drkwi, IE. *argu-, poyli ' sarvajiia', 
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Dialect A wsi 'yellow': wias 'gold') to a word *kuk- 'brightness, 
whiteness', from IE. *kuko-, or *kuki-, cf. Skt. iuci-, Av. suka-, suca-. 
In Kuchean and Dialect A k is palatalized to S, presumably through 
a stage ts (cf. ts > s). In certain cases we have k > c; after a nasal 
in 

eink- 
eiic- ents- 'take' in all three stages. kutsi would then be an 

earlier form of *ku'i. Such a *kui could be the source of Turkish 

kiis- (in kwys'n, kusn) with s, although here the development may 
be ts > s. 

If this conjecture should be confirmed, it would not be desirable 
to seek arjuna in this 0. It would avoid the difficulty that arjuna 
is attested also in the names of Agnean kings where 0 has no place.] 

The fragments in Dialect A were found (always associated with the 

closely related dialect of Kuci) in the kingdom of Agni and in the 
Turfan region. Once the erroneous confusion with toyari is forgotten, it 
is clear that there is a slight presumption that the place of discovery 
may be for these MSS. the place of origin.' Most of the MSS. of 
Dialect A are literary,2 largely if not wholly translations. But one MS., 
No. 370, has a more prosaic purpose. The description given of it in 
Tocharische Sprachreste is inexact, and written at a time when the 
full document was not known. It was only with the publication of 
the whole by Liiders, Weitere Beitrdge, 24-5, that the character of 
the document could be realized. It is necessary to quote it in full : 

Recto 

1. 1I tad-artham avasamrbodhayami yad ayam mahAtma aparimita- 
Aubha-rucira-punya-pra ..... .mahidAnapati agnisvara agni- 
mahdraja indrarjunena sdrdham agni-mahArajAi- 

2. ya suryaprabhaya sirdham sarvai 
panica-gati-paryapanneh, 

satvair 

yo sau bhagavac-chravaka-samgham anena varna-gandha- 
rasopetena dhare4nopanimamtrdmpayati tasm d d- 

3. hara-pradandd punyam puinyabhisyandah ya' ca kudalamr ku- 

salibhisyanda tad bhavatv etes~mp dayaka-danapatinidm drste 
va dharme ayur-varna-bala-sukha-bhogaisva- 

4. rya-paksa-parivarabhivrddhaye stu idad ca teya-dharma-pari- 
1 It is almost amusing that the discovery of Kuchean Texts in the Kingdom of 

Agni (they were found also in the Turfan region and in Tun-huang, Stein, Serindia, 
ii, 915) has been used as an argument that Kuchean was also the indigenous language 
of the often hostile Agneans. 

2 Tocharische Sprachreste, introd. v, " nur in Biilhern ". Pelliot seems to have gone 
farther, Tokh. 63 : quant au " dialecte A ", il n'est reprsesentd que par des manuscrits 
d'un caractere littdraire. 
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tyight maitreyinim sarvesim bodhi-marga-pratipamninaim 

ksiprabhijfiiy ,stu tathd brahma-gakridinAg catu- 
5. 

rn.m 
ca lokidhipatinim 

ast.visatis 
ca gandharva-kubhinda- 

naga-yaksa-senidhipatin~am prabhivdbhivrddhayevstu: tath& 

agni-visaya-paripilakanim, 
devatinarm vyigra-ska- 

Verso 

1. ndhaksa-kapila-minibhadra-prabhivbhiv rddhaye stu tathd 

kumbhadhipatinirm 
grisa.mbhava 

- lohitabha - krhisa - svastika - 

-indra-prabhrtina-m prabhavabhivrddhaye stu: tatha ndgadhi- 
2. patinim mailivarma-sudarsana-susukhah prabhavabhivrddhaye 

stu: tathA 
purna-agnindrina.m 

Adau candrirjunasy, bhyati- 
takdlagatasya upapattivide satayai- 

3. r bhavatu samisatah 
pafica-gati-parycpamnin.m 

satvanam 

caturn.hara-parijiinyair 
bhavatu yac ca kifici dyate tat 

sarvebhya samasamo ddtavyam iti:- II 
4. piklyossfi pis-saik-si 5emi fiaktas naivisikaidi tiirmatam ayis- 

kus ne fiaktani naivasiki~i trifiemintu pissi wripos-bram-iit 
wl~d-ifiit twar sawe fia 

5. kcifii lA visnu mahisvar 
skandhakinrirai.ss 

aci-viki okait pi 
tdabi nini yakq5ii kumpantai5 kintarefi kandharviii tkam-sifii 

eppre-sifi kus pat nu iaktaii 

The Sanskrit, although not strictly grammatical, will be under- 
stood (it is paraphrased by Liiders, loc. cit.), but it will be well to add 
a translation 1 of the passage in Dialect A: 

Let it (i.e. the Samgha) hear. May the Jewel of the Bhiksu- 
samgha give the dharma-duna to the gods and Naivasikas,2 whatever 

gods and Naivdsikas have deigned to guard the triratna, the god 
Brahma, the king-god (= Indra), the four great divine kings, Visu, 
Maheivara, Skandhakumdra, the 28 leaders, the nagas, the yaklas, 
the kumbhindas, the kinnaras, the gandharvas, whatever earthly or 
aerial gods. 
The importance of the Sanskrit portion of this document was 

recognized by Liiders, but it is equally important for Dialect A. Its 

1 After Siegling, apud Liiders, loc. cit., 26, where, however, probably by an over- 
sight, stands " Skandha, Kumrra " as if they were two different gods. Khotan Saka 
uses skantndhda ye4irnai, Skt. 8kanda-kumAra. 

2 The naivasika is known also in Turkish. Miiller, Uigurica, ii, 83, has niwasiki, 
p. 80, naivaziki; in the UighurlChinese glossary an-yb'syky naiwasiki is explained by S' 

'good genius '. The Mahivyutpatti has naiv'sika explained as ' inhabitant '. 
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character is evident. It is concerned with a gift (dharma-ddna) by 

Indrarjuna king of Agni to the Buddhist community of Bhiksus, 
and they in turn are exhorted 1 to present this dharma-ddna to the 

protecting gods, not only those already invoked in the Sanskrit part, 
but others also, so that the offering is now made universal in the 

portion in Dialect A. It is clear that both parts belong closely together. 
According to Liiders they are both written by the one scribe. Similar 
Sanskrit documents are published in this same place by Liiders 
concerning the kingdom of Kuci. This present document is however 

peculiar in its use of Sanskrit followed by a passage in Dialect A. To 
an unprejudiced reader no more satisfactory evidence could be had 
that Dialect A is the language of the kingdom of Agni. It is certain 
that the document was written in Agni. The sacred language is 
Sanskrit.2 It is likely that the indigenous language would be the second 

language. This is not a literary document imported for study but 
a domestic concern of the king and the sanmgha of Agni. 

But there is more. That the language was not a static dead language 
(such as a foreign ' sacred ' language must be, as in the case of Sanskrit) 
is significantly observable in precisely this document. The forms 

nms ' nagas ' compared with the nika'ii nagaii of other texts (Kuchean 
sing. nik); bram-nait 'the god Brahma' and wli-iiit ' the king god 
with id-t, iiiiat for older iWikat (Kuchean iiakte) 'god'; lad 'kings' 
for older ld5i5; and the isolated wrdpos beside warpo eight times and 
six times wiarpords, are signs of phonetic change, of developing 
language. Similar developments can be traced in the documents of 
Khotan Saka, where the older religious texts show a far more archaic 

language than the secular documents, and indeed than the later 

religious texts. 
We therefore assist here at a living changing language. It is 

not merely uncertain orthography (as Schulze's remark DLZ. 1923, 47, 
" zeigt in seiner Orthographie eine im ganze bemerkenswert sichere und 

gleichfirrmige Haltung " might imply), but a later stage of the language, 
a fact of great importance for the study of Dialect A. 

If this fact is fully recognized it will be found that all indications 

1 The exhortation (pdklyo8sii = " let it hear ") is on the model of the Sanskrit 
rubric 

.rnotv 
aryasarnghab. 

2 No. 414 contains prescriptions for the 
posatha-pravdrajn, 

of the 
bhik.unis8 (nuns). The formulae to be uttered are in Sanskrit, but the instructions are in 

Dialect A. Here too we shall see the indigenous language used to explain the sacred 
language. No evidence exists nor is there probability to make credible the existence 
of two sacred languages in this one country. 
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fit perfectly. Dialect A is the Agnean (Skt. Agneya) language. The MSS. 

belong to Agni where many of them were found. The language is 

closely similar to the language of Kuci, but not identical, as is natural 
in the case of two independent kingdoms, separated by mountains and 
difficult roads, whose independent history can be followed from at 
least 102 B.C. when a Kingdom of Kuci is mentioned. Hiuan Tsang 
clearly considered the literature and languages of Agni and Kuci to 
be distinct but he remarked that Bharuka had a language similar to 
that of Kuci. Kumirajiva (born in 344) translated tukhdra by ,J Jfl 
who have no attested association with Agni or Kuci, therefore though 
a native of Kuci not acknowledging that the name tukhira applied 
to either Kuci or Agni. Hiuan Tsang knew tuoXudld in the west, and 
heard of ruins in the east on the southern route, but he does not 
associate the name with the cities of Agni or Kuci on the northern 
route. There is no evidence to prove that Dialect A was not spoken in 

Agni. MSS. of Dialect A were not found in Kuci (an argumentum ex 
silentio, but in this case of importance, since if Dialect A were imported, 
Kuci lay on the route; but if Dialect A is Agnean, the finding of MSS. 
of Dialect A in Kuci would be indifferent). Kuci was eminent in 
Buddhist studies, Kucheans, immigrants as it seems into the kingdom 
of Agni and the Turfan region (where in Singim near Turfan, like the 
Russians with their inscriptions in the church in the rue Daru, Paris, 
and the English with their inscriptions in the many English churches 
outside England, they too wrote their inscriptions on the walls of 
their shrines) were clearly as interested in Agnean MSS., as their glosses 
in Kuchean show, as were the Turks, whose Turkish glosses are 

preserved in No. 394. A further decisive proof that Dialect A is a 

language of Central Asia, that is, of Agni, is furnished by the loanwords 
in Kuchean and Agnean. 

The name Agnean 1 will be used in what follows for Dialect A. 
If it is necessary, it will be convenient to use Agni-Kuchean 2 as a 
name for the earlier form of the language whence are derived the two 
dialects of Agni and Kuci, including the language of Bharuka (teste 
Hiuan Tsang) and the possible traces in the language of Krorayina 
found in the Niya Kharogthi documents (Burrow, JRAS 1935, 
667 ff.; cf. Liiders, BSOS viii (1936), 647). 

1 The name karacharien proposed by L6vi, JA 1913, 2, 380, and adapted to 
Karashahrian by Mironow, Rocz. Orient. 6 (1928), 89 if., is taken from too late a period 
to be acceptable. For Agnean we have the warrant of Skt. agneya and the contemporary 
name of the country itself. 

2 On the model of Indo-Iranian. 
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Loanwords 1 

1. goqtiihkifi is found in 222 a 2: 

libfic midsfi sostaiknfi sne-piltikinfi praksaiintifi 
kings ministers oqicials merciless 2 exactors 

Tocharische Gram., p. 106, offers no translation of this word. It 
clearly represents an older form of the word in the third century 
Niya Kharosthi documents 

svatha.mgha, .sothamgha, sothatoga, sothaga, 
an official title.' So far the word is known only here and in the Niya 
documents. The consonant group st is used for Indian st in ucchist 
and occurs in several indigenous words. It occurs also in Bar6uq 
Saka, but not in Khotan Saka, where s.t is written. The word may be 
an indigenous Krorayina word, but there is a likelihood that official 
titles should be borrowed. 

2. kAtik, Kuchean kattke ' householder ', as a technical Buddhist 
term. The word corresponds to Khotan Saka ggathaa- which together 
with Sogd. k'rtk, k'rtk is derived from a Prakrit form of Skt. grhastha 
(Hansen, BSOS viii (1936), 579-580). The Saka could be the 
immediate source of the word in Agnean and Kuchean.4 

3. &Ari. 
In 251b, a passage of the 

Maitreya-avadina-vymkaran.a, 
occurs 

the following passage," verse 4: 
kulmass or e- sokykikl tane 

mifichm, .- 
-i (6 syllables) : 

(7 syllables + metrak-sinim) opslyagdil syak kumniissi : 

sokyokMl 
I 

ni.m 
riggii kisu tiki(s-) . -c kagal -i (1 syll.) : 

(1 syll. + soky>)kil griddheggi md tiri nas maintdtsi kiir- 
s•mantip : 

1 Indian loanwords in Kuchean (Mironow, Kuchean Studies, i, Rocz. Orient. 1928; 
Woolner, Sanskrit names of drugs in Kuchean, JRAS 1925) and in Agnean (Tocharische 
Grammatik, passim) have already attracted a large amount of attention. Other 
loanwords have received occasional notice (bibliography in Schwentner, Tocharisch 46). 

2 Cf. the passage, 64 b 2: 
sne-kiruni 

satm lyalypu fikit 
sne-paltik~ii cem fiaktafl kus ne cami 

The context of 222 a 2 (description of an evil period of time) makes it likely that 
here sne-pdltik may be parallel to sne-kdrur~ ' merciless '. In form pdltik is, according 
to Toch. Gram. p. 13, 'ganz unklar'. 

3 In Krorayina the sofharlgha was a tax-collector. 
4 Toch. Gram. p. 13, curiously compares NPers. kad-Xudc (so to read). MidPers. 

uses ktkhwt,y ka8ay-XuaSdy 'master of the house, governor of a province ', but the 
second component is indispensable. 

The contexts are not so colourless as they seemed to L6vi, Le " Tokharien " 
1.6. 

6 The variant in 251b has sokyak41l. 
58 Vol. 8 
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Translation : 
. greatly is desire thus . . . . 

. to come together with Maitreya's consecration. 

Greatly is it the desire of them, the Aryas. Good may it be . .. 
together . . . 

. . greatly is it the desire of the rzdddhas (believers). It is not 
the way of the Prajna (wise man) to be passionate. 
The parallelism of drhidhi and 4raddheh4i beside karsamant- (= Skt. 

prijnia) in a poem of the Maitreya literature assures the meaning drya 
and hrdddha, both, as well as prajia, being Buddhist technical terms. 

rhri < Central Asian Prakrit *drha- 1, Skt. drya. 

In Central Asia beside the Sanskrit attested in Sanskrit texts and 
in numerous loanwords in Agnean, Kuchean, Khotan Saka, Sogdian, 
Turkish and Chinese, a Prakrit is found in the Dharmapada MS. 
(MS. Dutreuil de Rhins), the Niya, Sdca and Krorayina documents, 
and loanwords in Agnean, Kuchean, Khotan Saka, Sogdian, Turkish 
and Chinese. 

In Khotan Saka these Prakrit words are easily to be distinguished 
from the literary Sanskrit words. They further illustrate phonetic 
changes which differ from the changes undergone by Iranian words. 
It is therefore possible to know the forms of the Prakrit whence they 
came. So e.g., Iranian i- is j- in Khotan Saka, as juvare 'they fight', 
base yaud-, but gama is 'the god Yama ', showing Prakrit 9- 

,< 
-.2 

The consonant group ry appears in this Prakrit as rh : in Khotan Saka 
virha, Skt. virya; ttdrha4ihni, Skt. tiryagyoni. In the Niya documents 

ry has been regularly used in the transcription, except in the one 
uncertain case 572 (covering tablet, reverse) : suryadade or surhadade. 
Graphically it is clear that a decision between ry and rh would be 
difficult. If r4 is correct, even in this one case, it would be necessary 
to assume that in rd unvoiced h had replaced the expected i (however 
written) of ri, just as k t p so often replace g d b respectively (Burrow, 
JRAS 1935, 667 if.). If ry is right, it could, if necessary, be under- 
stood as retention of an historical spelling. But the forms with rh 

1 For *dra.- one would expect in other texts a spelling *airja, indicating *aria. 

Cf. (if they are not due to literary pronunciation of Sanskrit) Al Bairilni's 4/ 
,rfbhd and Abfi 'l-Qisim SA'id b. Abmad b. SA'id's 

.,.l 
,rfbr for Aryabhata quoted 

by Gabriel Ferrand, BSOS vi (1931), 336, note 4. 
1 Single 4 expresses i in the older Khotan Saka. 
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in Khotan Saka suffice to show a Central Asian Prakrit with the change 
ry > rd.1 

It is evidently this same Prakrit which has given drhi to Agnean. 
The final -i may indicate that the word had passed through Saka 
(nom. sing. -dt, -i), but this cannot be insisted upon. 

It is well-known that in Central Asia Buddhist technical terms 
were often translated, whereby the indigenous word was given the 
full Buddhist meaning. But it was also a common practice to take 
over the Indian (Sanskrit or Prakrit) term into the language. In. 
particular Sanskrit literary compounds are abundant, though they are 
rarely of linguistic interest. At times both methods were adopted, 
so that a double (or, if both Prakrit and Sanskrit were taken, a triple) 
vocabulary resulted. The following selection will suffice to illustrate 
this : 
Khotan Saka arahanda &gaia-vajsama Skt. arhant 

pajsamC na asaxa- 
'worthy of honour' 

iry stigamirginai hanta padya beysufia &ry!titigamirga 
adj. pade 

Chinese piFj l lP1 iing rya 
A-lji-ja (and passim) 

Kuchean, Agnean Kuchean paiiefica piyattika, piyitti 
pbyti (Toch. Gram., p. 

61, note 1) 
Kuchean arhante a anike arhant 
Agnean irint • snik arhant 

kirhm lyalypu karma 

tairm (dharm) pal, mairkampal dharma 
abhiqek opiily abhiseka 

To this is now to be added: 
Agnean drhi klyom Skt. drya 
beside the literary dryamdrg- Skt. dryamarga-. 

In other contexts drii is not so clearly defined. 
294 a 6, a passage of the 

Maitreya-avadcna-n.taka, 
is merely a 

fragment, but by its mention of the three jewels (tri emintu), the 
King Vaigravapia (vaihravamI lant) the lokapdla of the north, and the 

1 In Khotan Saka itself rA can indicate ri. If the Agnean word were direct from a 
Prakrit.ri the change to rd would be due to the same tendency in Agnean, as in the 

Niya documents, to replace voiced by unvoiced consonants. 
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names of the disciples <Kau>i)inya, Advajit and Bhadrika, it is 
proved to be an integral part of the poem: 

S. . opsiily miitny rgifi tmai . . . . 
. . . (Maitreya's) consecration, so that of the Aryas therewith .... 

drii ype, occurring on a fragment without context, is clearly Skt. 
drya-deBa. Tibetan uses hphags-yul = irya-deha for 'India '.' It is 
a phrase natural in a poem of Maitreya. 

383 a 1 a metrical text: 
: tim surma Igi arfigi kilki-m fiom kl" 
for this reason he went for the renown (? fiom klyu) of the 

Aryas .... 
More interest attaches to the three other passages where drhi 

is used, in Nos. 229, 230, and 236, all in the Maitreya-avadana- 
vydkarana. All three passages are autobiographical. It is probable 
that a Sanskrit original existed, but unfortunately neither this 
presumed origifal nor the author's name has been traced. The passages, 
229 and 230, refer to the composition of a kavya (230 b 2 ycmit kivvi 
'you are enjoined to make a kivya', an injunction from someone 
styled 'great king' (tsopats wal) whether human or divine, which the 
poet proceeds to carry out). 

SSkt. Ary&adeha is doubtless 'Central India' in Riajatarafgistf, i, 315, where 
it is used in reference to the raids of Mihirakula, and the adj. Aryadehya, ibid. vi, 
89, where a college (mafha) for students from Aryadeia is mentioned. In the proverb 
(B6ihtlingk, Indieche Sprfche 1025) EryadeBa-kula means 'a family of India ', where 

Bthtlingk rendered literally " im Lande der Arja ". The Tibetan titles of two medical 
texts in the Tanjur contain the words hphags-yul, which Cordier rendered by 
AryadeBa (Catalogue dufonds tibitain, iii, p. 502). Mdo-hgrel 151, No. 5, was composed 
by Aphage-yul phatabahi eman-pa danadaea 'the physician Dinadlsa of Phataha in 
Aryadea ', which is explained by the statement that Phataha is a place (yul-gru) 
in rgya-gar dbus-hgyur 'the central part of India'; No. 7 was written by hphaga-yul 
dbue-hgyur mathurahi rgyal-rige kyi eman-pa ragbundtha 'the physician Raghunitha, 
a Keatriya, of Mathura in the central part of Aryadeba '. [Cordier gives in the Catalogue 
Magadha for dbus-hgyur, although he had earlier, BEFEO 1903, 628, rendered by 
'l'Inde centrale (rgya-gar dbues)' and 'le mddecin Ragkhuntha, de Mathurd, dans 
l'Inde centrale '. If Magadha is right, the Tibetan knowledge of Indian geography is 
inexact.] hphage-yul is here equated with rgya-gar ' India '. In a letter of 19.12.1935, 
Professor F. W. Thomas informed me that hphage-pahi yul occurs in the Ladakh 
Rgyal-rabe, ed. A. H. Francke, p. 25, 1. 3 ; and in the sub-title of the Dbag-b8am-ljon. 
bzara, whose author was born in A.D. 1702, ed. S. C. Das, p. 1, we have hphage-yul 
rgya-nag bod 'India China Tibet'. We shall probably prefer to render hphage-yul 
by dryadeha rather than by the dry4varta adopted by S. C. Das in his index. 
Professor Thomas has also pointed out that in the dictionary dhe-rira-dbata-rgyal, 
hphags-yul is rendered by eu(read: pts)nya-dea and madhyadeia. 
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It is necessary to give the whole of the very fragmentary text. 
The author is shown (229 a-229 b 6) meditating on karma, niraya 
(hell), and the klekas, which leads him to contemplate the composition 
of a kivya on Maitreya's wonderful deeds. His expression of this 
intention is of interest here.1 

229 b and 230. Metre 12 + 15 + 12 + 15. Verses 52-64. 
52. 1. tarp yarmam tam iii cam kivvi-si retweyac': 2. ime paltsak yes irdi kintwd ritwaissi kanagiil: 

3. ..... sk- tik pam kivvi-si rettweyam . . . . 
4. 

53. 1. . ke arthaintu puk anemr•i 
ritwaslam.: 2. pisiil lyalypfriis ci . 

3. .... kap mi p&stair arthii . . . . 

4......... mtrkampal Akam 
.saspriku miiskatraimm: 

54. 1. cificr ma wefiis klyosiimsantA'i mirtanti : 
2 ...... -s kitkefic ...... 
3. ...... praski safice tAka 5i: 
4. sarki sanicentu mik kdtkar iii rakentu miskiiskl : 

55. 1. timyo ma c4mpu wartsyo pakar ritwissi: 
2........... -t p- . lo: 
3. miirkampal-sim nu imeyo ti.s raritw& : 
4. sk~yA arth pdssi rakentu nu mdskant iii m&k waikni : 

56. 1 .. . . . . . . . . . t m : 
2. kraficin miirkampal spiirkilune mar iii tsamnintsfi 

t.s: 3. piiltsiifik&m nunak k&vvintwag4i kiilymeyam": 
4..-m....... 

57. 1. .. s- wwo papsu spirkllune yis: 
2. tma sarki rakentw . ficit liiici mamiiskunt &lkout pe: 
3. cam tiiryA siirki skyad ..... 
4. .......... markampal: 

58. 1. cesmi mosann ats raritw wukmn ats kAvvi 
2. miint -m -e. -i -a metrak-ginmrp opslyis tMm kilymamr can : 
3. .......... 
4. . . . tikec m- . kim- . . -ic : 

59. 1. a . w- . tsopa .... -m i iss arsit: 

1 Sieg translated the passage in SBA W 1918, v. infra, but the context had been 
misunderstood. It is defined clearly by the fragmentary conversation with the Great 
King (' Maharaja '). The poet has been enjoined to make a Kfvya. All must therefore 
accord with that fact. Sieg's version was distorted by mistranslation of ritw- and 
retwe, and his unsupported interpretation of drii. 
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2. ydmit kivvi cam tfi md ki- ... 
3.. ........-a ma t~iksiil: 
4. yimtse tias ofiant nunak ... mu skit nii ma cimcsa: 

60. 1. prasku 
lyalypiira.s 

mar mairkampal ... 
2. . . . .. . tsopats wiil nunak: 
3. raritwa kavvi kos ne Ime ka lkd iii: 
4. kanis daytwd kuc ne m5i tim yomu tsam arthiintu: 

61. 1 ......... kdvvi . 
2. 

k?u'.snti 
tdkis fii miint ne miicir nmkll-tont se klisnti 

yas.: 3. tllo dknats .... -k aklu mdirkampal: 
4. . . . . . . . . nu : 

62. 1. kuc ne krafic wrasafi karfinikiii 
knanm&ni.s: 2. mSk nmaik trilifine .... -m etstsantiir: 

3. tsri y . ......... 
4. ..... kw-fifiefic cam puk maikant tiirnefica 

.: 63. 1. kuc ne nu yomu tdkis arth~lntwaml 
2. ........ tdkis kdkii- . 

3. . . . . . . . . . -1: 
4. tampe kailpitiir kulis tampe omiiskem klesssgi : 

64. 1. a- . . . . . ... 
Translation: 

(52) In this way therefore for this composition of a kavya, my 
thought and opinion went to the composing in the Arya language in 
metre ..... was clear in the composition of kivylas .... (53) . . . all 

meanings to be well put together. Karma must be watched .... the meaning 
is not watched .... the Dharma also is transgressed. (54) He does not 

speak finely, the hearers love it not .... they will arise ........ Fear 
and doubt have come to me. Care and doubts in great number arose in 
me for the lack of words. (55) Therefore, not being able to compose at 

great length . . . . I have composed this with thoughts on the Dharma. 
I have striven to watch the meaning, but words largely failed me. (56) 

.... May I not have sinned against the good Dharma ... I think however 
in the manner of kmvyas. .... (57) . . . guided, watched, error comes 

..... accordingly words ..... failed, others also. After these three 
I have striven ........ the Dharma. (58) Because of these, I have 

composed the .... kdvya, that I may share in the consecration of Maitreya 

..... they will be .... (59) " .... great .... caused a longing. May 
you make the kivya ...... is not to be hindered." I made accordingly 
.... it followed (?) me. I could not. (60) Through fear of Karma may 
not the Dharma however .... 0O great king, I have composed the kavya, 
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as far as thought came to me. In suiting the metre, if I have not here 
attained to the meanings. (61) . . . . the kdvya. Indulgence be mine as 
a mother indulges her little son. Miserable, ignorant . . . . learnt the 
Dharma ...... (62) If good beings, merciful and understandiing, find 
in it many faults, few ....... may they overlook (?) and forgive all 
these faults. (63) But if the meaning has been attained .... it should be 

.... Let it be deemed the power of ..., may the evil power of the Klesas 

perish (?).O 

In 236 also there is reference to the klesas (kle~iThai nkadm 'blame 
of the kle'as '). Then follows (much being obscure): 
236 a 7. kiilpintdir skuntu tsilpific . 
236 b 1. .... tsanik gdstrintu: 7 

ar'i nu kintwa ses kar ne . . . S 
. . puk retwe ydlymiiifi atsam tirm some puk darsar . . S 
. . sne m- knanefic ydlymi pal kantu .... 

. ayatwa nes sirki kupre maskanti.r ii . S 
. 

. knanmune wa .. -s ma pe sastri tsopatsim . 
-1 gdstrdi nas kanam ma penu . . . . r-e sii kdntwa-si 

retwe ... 
i. to pat kuss atsam ne avikar -i nasmi wr .. t . -m 

yamu : 

Translation : 
7. May they find happiness (sukha), may they be delivered .... 

. here the Sistras. 
8. Because (?) in Arya language is .... 

. every composition . S 
. . they know . . . Dharma language. 

. in suiting (the metre) sooner or later if I have failed. S 
. . knowledge . . . . nor in the whole sdstra . . . 

. the gSstra is in metre, and also not . . . a composition of one's 
own language . 

Sufficient can be translated to show the similarity of the context 
to that of 229-230 above. It is here specifically versified sistras which 
are considered. The essential phrases, however, are the reference to 
drhi nu kantwd and snii kdntwa-si retwe. The 'Dharma language' is 
no doubt a reference to Sanskrit. 

1 Or read kulis as gen. sing., and translate 'Let it be deemed the power of 
-- (kulis), the evil power of the Klesas '. 
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It is clear then that the author composed his kavya (ritwdissi 
kanasdl 'to compose in verse ') in the Arya language (dciri kintwd), 
which was not his own language (236 b 6 ma penu . .. r-e 

s.li 
kantwa-si 

retwe 'also not . . . a composition in one's own language '). If the 

original text was Sanskrit, the drya language (like the hphags-skad 
= drya-bhasi of Tibetan) 1 will be the language of drya-de'a, that is, 
precisely the Sanskrit. It is then evident that the author wished to 

express his sincere if perhaps too humble feeling that he lacked 

proficiency in Sanskrit composition. This might mean an acarya of 
some Buddhist country outside India. 

It is interesting grammatically to notice that 'dri is here used as 
an uninflected adjective (cf. Toch. Gram., pp. 251 ff., 'Indeklinabile 
Adjektiva ') in dr'i kdntwd and jrsi nu kdntwd. It cannot ihen be 

compared directly with the separation of the compound in prattika 
cam pattamfikiat (Toch. Gram., p. 250). 

The word 5rdi occurs also in the name of two metres : 
?dri-laicinam 

adj. loc. sg. 'belonging to the arya-raja', and rs'i 
niskramantam. 

'in 
the metre niskramant of the Arya(s)'. It is perhaps worth while 

recalling that Sanskrit also knows (a very different) metre called 5-ryai. 
It is difficult to see how in these contexts Sieg could have imagined 

a native name for Dialect A (Ein einheimischer Name filr ToXrn, 
SBA W 1918).2 It is to be feared that regardless of context he jumped 
to this conclusion because at that time when Central Asia of the 
sixth century A.D. was still a nebulous land, he remembered the Greek 

"Aacoo and the Latin reges tocharorum asiani of Justinus.3 
The difficulties, historical and linguistic,4 which this has caused 

1 

rya-bh4.s 

' Sanskrit' is attested in the seventh century A.D. outside India, 

corresponding to Chinese -* 
b'iwvm-ngivn, in the colophon of the Sanskrit- 

Chinese dictionary of ngjie-dz'idng (Turkish kytsy, I-Tsing, born 635), 
entitled B J f 4 ' Book of a thousand Sanskrit characters'. The colophon 
reads: cind aksara sahasra mdlo drya bhdsa smapta that is probably: ryabhdsa- 
cndks8ara-sahasramAld samapta [or ?sahasramrlo(ndma pustaka> )samaptab]. See 
Bagchi, Deux lexiques sanscrit-chinois, i, 1929, pp. 217-18 and 330 (== Taisho ed. 2133). 

2 Involving also a violent misrendering of ritw- and retwe. 
3 Speculations on these "Aamo Asiani are at present of little use. We cannot 

be sure from the Greek and Latin texts whether the Asiani were kings of the Tochari 
before or after their settlement in Tokhiristan. The name seems to have a suffix 
-ana-, which is familiar in forming adjectives in Iranian. It might mean that the 
Asiani were Iranian or that it is a name bestowed by Iranians or a name which had 
reached the Greeks through Iranian channels. (Theories are offered by Charpentier, 
ZDMG 71, 347 if.) 

4 The most recent attempt linguistically by N. Fukushima, On the Designation- 
Problem of the so-called Tokharian Language, Memorial volume dedicated to Katsuji 
Fujioka, 1935. 
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subsequent investigators are notorious. But the second century B.C. 

is not the same as the sixth century A.D. in Central Asia as is now 

gradually becoming clear. Dialect A is Agnean without attested 
connection with the Tochari. It is regrettable that no one thought 
to examine into the basis of this unfortunate inference. 

4. Kuchean tvsikarai obl., tviihkaro nom., tvaikaracce adj., is 
Khotan Saka tturmgare ' ginger '. It seems that the word was borrowed 
as tvdtkarai, but the -ai caused it to be associated with the obl. case 
in -ai. Hence a nom. in -o was created on the model of obl. witsakai: 
nom. witsako 'root'. Iranian -u- is here replaced by -vd-, as by -wa- 
and -wa- in the following words. 

5. Agnean, Kuchean kuficit, Kuchean adj. kuncitcsse, 
kwacicta.sse 'sesame', Old Iran. *ku'cita-, Mid. Pers. 7cwn2-yt, EBal61i kun•50, 

Armen. kn6it', Khotan Saka 
kum.jsata. 

The form represents an older 
stage than Saka ckumjsata.1 

6. Kuchean urkami~qi beside kwairkam-ssi adj. 'of saffron'. 
Khotan Saka kurkum, Sogd. kwrkwnph, Mid. Pers. kwrknwn, Turk. 
kiirkiim (Rachmati, Zur Heilkunde der Uiguren, SBAW 1930, 19). 

7. Kuchean aaikwaq 'asa foetida', Khotan Saka 
a.mgus.da, Armen. (from Mid. Parth.) angulat, NPers. anguiad, Chinese2 

Pqi •• d-ngfjei and A [I " ang-g'jwi. From the Kuchean (or an 
unattested Agnean form) comes the Turkish ,nkpwl (angdbiis, 
ankdbii~ (?), Rachmati, loc. cit., p. 16). Saka -u- is replaced by -wa- 
and -sd- by -s.3 

8. Kuchean kwariim, kwarmr-, Skt. gulma, Khotan Saka gayma, 
1 Similarly a stage of Iranian older than the Khotan Saka texts is attested by the 

Niya Kharo?thi Documents, where rodana 'madder' contrasts with Khotan Saka 
rriinai < *raudanaka-, WBalSdi radan (Burrow, BSOS vii (1935), 787). In the case 
of Khotana, the change can be seen in older Saka hvatana, later Saka hvatmna. The 
Barduq Saka texts have hvadana 6, 6, and kvadna 8 b 6. Both words probably refer 
directly to the inhabitants of Khotan. I cannot suppose with Konow (Ein neuer 
Saka-Dialekt, pp. 30-31) that the writers were using the word of themselves. The 
contexts are not quite clear, but this view at least seems excluded. I suspect that 
kaficake of 8 a 3 is connected with the name kanjakf (the word is attested as knjk- 
and knjk-, implying at least a Turkish pronunciation kIinjdk) applied to the non- 
Turkish people near Ki~yar. KiLyari (i, 31, lines 5-6) remarks : wa li-kdiyar rasdtiqu 
yutakallamu ffhM bi ,lkan'jkiyyati 'and the districts (rustaq) belonging to K•iyar 
speak in Kan'jki '. I am indebted for the reference to V. Minorsky. We should 
probably recognize the same name in the Turkish 

k',n',k *kdngdk of the Uighur 
document published by Haneda, Toyo Bunko, Memoirs vi (1932), p. 3, 1. 2. 

2 Laufer, Sino-Iranica 361, who had first seen the connection between the Kuchean 
and the Chinese words, quoted the Kuchean without the final -s. 

3 According to ~ j yiWei-~ziit, born A.D. 680, quoted by Ldvi, JA 1915, i, 89: 
C'est seulement en arrivant dans le region de yu-t'ien (Khotan) qu'on en voit. 
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goma. Kuchean k- replaces Skt. g (cf. kattlke above No. 3) with -wa- 
for -u-, and r for 1.1 Meillet's hesitating comparison with Gr. PovflWv, 
Skt. gavmni is probably less acceptable (JA 1911, 1, 453). 

9. Kuchean arirAk, aririk 'myrobalan', Khotan Saka halirai 
< *hal'raka-, Mid. Pers. hlylk NPers. halla, ihlilaf, Skt. har'itaki. 
If r has here replaced 1 (as in gulma above, No. 8), it is probable that 
older Saka is the immediate source. Hence or from an unattested 

Agnean form, the Turkish arir-i (Rachmati, loc. cit., p. 21). 
10. Agnean mahirqii plur., ' buffaloes', Khotan Saka mahairsiha 

adj. 'of buffaloes', Skt. mahisa. It is probable that the Central 
Asian Prakrit had rs in this word, or that the word came from Saka 
to Agnean. Inner-Agnean development ofs > rs under the influence of 

kayurs ' Stier' (so Toch. Gram., p. 107) implies too great an isolation 
of Agnean. 

11. Agnean &AOm, Kuchean as~am 'worthy' from Khotan Saka 

asana- 'worthy': sana- < *dlsana- < *arx'ana-, an -s- derivative 
of arg- 'be worth', Skt. argh-, arhati, as Khotan Saka dista 'ripe' 
participle to daXs-, -s- derivative of dag- 'to burn, to ripen ', and Av., 
Mid Pers. baXs- 'to bestow' to bag 'give a share', Saka bemal~e (Tib. 
bde-legs 'welfare '), beimaUi*, baimana, baimana, bema~a < *baXs- 
man-, Mid. Pers., NPers. baxt 'fortune '. 

12. Agnean 4Agnik, Kuchean asanike 'arhant', derivative in 
-ik from 

asd.m, 
asam, No. 11. Khotan Saka uses sana-vajsama 

'worthily honoured' and pajsamirna sana- 'worthy of honour' 
in this sense. 

13. Agnean mahur, Kuchean mahiir, mahur 'diadem' from 
Prakrit *makhula-, Skt. malkuta, mukuta. Khotan Saka has a form 
nearer to Skt., but with aspirate kh (= X): murkhu.ta. 

A Saka form 
*muhula or *mahula probably existed. 

14. Agnean pariiap, parn- translating Skt. pada 'position, rank' 
(adj. parno), Kuchean perne. Toch. Gram., p. 18, compared Sogd. 
prn *farn.2 Khotan Saka pharra < *farna- 'position' is used in 

1 Similarly r for Prakrit 1< d 4= Skt. t regularly: kori- Skt. 
ko.ti, Sogd. kwty, 

Turk. kwldy, kwIty, Khotan Saka kfila ; Kuchean kWkori, kdkoti, Khotan Saka lxikaula, 

kdko.tii, 
Tib. kakola, Skt. kdkoti, kdkoli. Cf. also makara 'monkey' given by the 

Kuchean daman 4 
` liei ngivn in the X ~ Fan-yis tsa-ming, ed. 

Bagchi, p. 297, as Skt. [elsewhere markata], Khotan Saka makala; Skt. I is replaced 
by r in many other words (nira = nila, vipuriya = vipulya, ruka = loka) of this 
vocabulary. 

2 f is certain. Buddhist Sogdian does not always distinguish p and f (which is 
possible by the alternative use of p and P) but Manichean Sogdian has both p and f 
and in this word gives farn, cf. Oss. farn ' luck '. 
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similar contents to those of Agnean and Kuchean, as Turkish uses 

qut, in arXant quti 'position of an arhant'; burxan quti 'position 
of a Buddha' (the latter in both Buddhist and Manichean texts); 
sravaklar qutlari 'positions of 9ravakas'. It is probable that Agnean 
parn-, Kuchean perne are from an older Saka *pharna. Sogd. uses 

farn in the same contexts. 
15. Agnean mltAr, Skt. makara 'sea-monster' (Toch. Gram., 

p. 62, note 1, Liiders, Zur Geschichte des ostasiat. Tierkreises, SBA W 

1933, 1017, note 1). The attested Khotan Saka form is magara E 25, 
239 (klaifin5 magara 'the sea-monsters of klegas '), but a form 

*matara- is possible and would then be the source of Agnean mdtdr, 
Turkish mdr, Mong. matar, Manchu. madari. Since in Khotan Saka 
-t- in hiatus was probably not pronounced as -t-, it would be necessary 
to imagine literary contact to explain the -t- in Agnean, after 
the manner of French dds~i from English da:nsiy, dw:nsiy (dancing). 

16. Agnean yimutsi- (92 b 2 koka~i spar~i yamutsii 'ruddy 
geese, the 

.spr-birds,l 
the parrots ', 70 b 6 yimutstsiddi kokdsai 'of 

parrots and ruddy geese ') 'name of a bird ', explained by Poucha 

(Tocharica Vi, Arch. Or. 1933, 88 ff.) as the Chinese j i - - 
'png-miu-tsi 'parrot', which is found also in a Sogdian text from 

Tun-huang translated from Chinese (SCE 144, 315, 352): ,ymwtsy 
*mu1itsi. Just as this proves contact with China for the Sogdian 
translator so also for the Agnean language. According to Pelliot, 
T'oung Pao, 1923, 317, and SCE. ii, p. 56, the use of 7-r tsi as a suffix 
is attested from the third century A.D. to the T'ang period in this word. 

The texts in Agnean and Kuchean are largely religious works, but 
in Kuchean other texts also, business documents and medical works, 
are found, with which Agnean has nothing extant to compare. Hence 
some of the foreign words appearing in Kuchean cannot be shown to 
have existed in Agnean. The existence of a group of words from 
Iranian in Kuchean and partly in Agnean is attested by tvoidkarai. 
kurkamnssi, kuicit, aiikwas, ar;rak, and with these, asmii and asinik 
are probably rightly to be associated. The st of sostdhkd~a, as indicated 
above, does not exclude a loan from Indian or Iranian, but it may be 
an indigenous Krorayina word. It can at least be said that the word 
is known so far only in Central Asia. The words mahur, mahirsiii, 
matar, ar'i and kitak are equally Central Asian forms. 

1 Etymologically Engl. sparrow has been compared with Agnean 
.spcr- 

[' sparrow' 
is Skt. cataka]. Would such a meaning suit here ? 
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The importance for Dialect A is obvious. Here are words of Saka, 
Central Asian Prakrit, Chinese and possibly Krorayina origin, which 
could not be from Tokhfristin. It is further confirmatory evidence 
of the conclusion previously reached that Dialect A is truly a language 
of Central Asia, the language of Agni. 

[To this I am tempted to add the more uncertain evidence of the 
word *oai deduced above, p. 899. The Sanskrit agni, the Saka 
agiye, Chinese 

"uo- 
and d (if this d is independent of the Sanskrit) 

indicate a simple vowel and not a diphthong. Kuchean auk- is therefore 
excluded. If *okAi has been rightly explained, it proves that the name 
Agni comes from Dialect A, the language of Agni itself.] 

CONCLUSION 
It has been urged that toyara-toXara is the indigenous name of a 

people of the Opoava-8rw,,n region, who are later known in the 
Bactrian region under the same name toXara. Their history thus 
coincides with that attributed by Chinese historians to the ;* f aq 
and the tuoXudld. A remnant of these is still known about A.D. 800 
in the Opoava region. The native name toyara-toxara, and the name 

Opoava-8rw,,n indicate a polysyllabic language with voiced and 
unvoiced fricatives. In Tokhiristin they employed the Graeco- 
Bactrian script. They had no attested ethnic or linguistic connection 
with the northern cities of Agni, Kuci and Bharuka, from whose 
language their own, as proved by these, the only certainly attested 
words of the language--toyara, toXara, and Opoava-diverged widely 
in phonemes.' 

A second people speaking dialects of one language extended 
according to the linguistic evidence probably from Krorayina and 

x Reuter's suggestion, Studia Orientalia (offered to K. Tallqvist), 1925, 232-4, that 

to in Dialect A might represent the fricative 0 would introduce an isolated fricative 
into the language. Reuter himself recognized that no positive proof was to hand, but 
he suggested three pieces of indirect evidence. (1) to in aptear- Skt. ap qaras, and 

esateara Skt. Ravmara. Both these words, a fact probably not known to Reuter, occur 
also in Khotan Saka with to, avdtsara, eamteadra (the latter also in Kharoqthi, BSOS 
viii, 423, 427). The to may be due to a Prakrit form with to or direct from Khotan 
Saka. Since 1Khotan Saka uses th = 0, it is definite proof against Reuter's suggestion 
of an interchange in Dialect A of a and 0 in these two words. (2) Interchange of 
t8, tots, tte, ts8 and 88. A value ta is equally comprehensible in these alternations. It is 
also necessary to remember that to > 8 may mark the later stage of the language. 
(3) t8 is treated as a single consonant and may be written doubled. Reuter assumed 
that this excluded the value t8. There is an obvious error here in supposing that the 
speakers of Dialect A thought of sounds according to modern phonetic analysis. The 
case of o = tf indicates a different point of view. This c = td was considered as a single 
consonant and was written doubled in native words as kucc-aifi 'what indeed' and 
mdccek 'ipsi' (Toch. Gram., p. 180, 192) and in Indian (Prakrit or Sanskrit) words, 
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Niya in the south through Agni and Kuci to Bharuka in the north. 
It still remains to discover if a single ethnic name existed for these 

peoples, whether used by themselves or by foreigners.1 Of their national 
names two, Agneya and Kauceya, are known in Sanskrit. 

West of Bharuka in the north and west of Niya in the south, Saka 
dialects were spoken. 
as in 

vicca.-.ir 
adj. to Skt. vtdy4 (Toch. Gram., p. 54), as also cch in ucchipt and 

murochiintu. That is, ttW is written cc = t4t6. The adoption of ts for a sound felt to be 

simple filled a gap in the BrAhmi alphabet. Hence tsts means tts, as cc == 1tg means 

tti, with which the alternative spelling tts agrees. The Chinese transcription of the 
name of Kuci as kutsi shows that ts was known there, and in Agnean yhmutsi ts 
represents Chinese ts. It must be noted also that in Khotan Saka kh th ph are used 
for fricatives (X 0 f), and that for Turkish X Dialect A also uses hkh (and hk) (Toch. 
Sprachr. introd. xii, where Xatun should be read for qatun). Dialect A was therefore 
aware of the convenience of this use of the Br&hmi aspirates. To express 0, th would 
be expected according to system in Dialect A. We may note also the proposed 
comparisons of the Niya Kharosthi Document kitsayitsa (a title, possibly ' elder') 
with Kuchean kteaitsaii•ie 'age' and of a~rkratsa with Kuchean aknitse, Agnean 
Uknaes (= Skt. bala 'ignorant, young '), JRAS 1935, 672-3. In these documents 

t8s is used for Skt. is as in sarvateari. Here too we find th chosen to represent Iranian 
0 in thavarynae, thavarrnamae (BSOS vii (1934), 512), Khotan Saka thauna ' cloth '.* 
There is therefore no reason to conjecture that ts is 0 in Dialect A. The proof against 
such a theory is positive. 

* A word probably known also in Kuci since in the Kuchean Fan-yu tsa-ming 
(ed. Bagchi, pp. 48 and 279, No. 537) thacana ' cloth' is probably a misreading of 
thavatta. Here too th represents Iranian 0. 

1 It is hoped to take up this problem later. We have to recognize at least a cultural 
connection between Krorayina and the northern cities. To this cultural unity belong 
the three titles : (1) gauhura in a Sanskrit document from Kuci (Ltiders, Zur Geschichte 
und Geographie Ostlurkestans, SBAW 1922), corresponding to guhura of the 

Kharosthi documents, (2) 
.othaMgha 

in Agnean qoetdifk-, (3) cazba in the Bar6uq 
Saka, corresponding to Krorayina cojhbo. Three names may indicate even ethnic 
connections. In the Sacfi document edited by Konow we have in the region of 

Tturpantni (Turpan, Turfan) the people Argfita in the phrase Argiiiv biUs karttha 
'the town among the Argifa '. With this may be compared the name Argiya in the 

Niya Kharogthl documents. A personal name in the Niya documents cimola probably 
appears in Khotan Saka, Ch. 00269, as the name of a people cimfida associated with the 

hvaihu:ra. It is possible to connect these with the 'umul of Kfiyari, a people near 

Biibaliq. It is admittedly impossible to prove they were not originally Turks, but it 
is possible to see in them a people whom the Turks had absorbed. The third name is 
acuili. In the Niya Kharoethi documents occurs acuifiya amcuii acu[il]i as a personal 
name. The same name is attested as the name of a king of Kuci, in Chinese I~f i 
d-tiiu-tfie *caVuili, quoted by L6vi, Le "Tokharien ", 22-3. IUvi proposed to 

equate *autli with Skt. arjuna, a phonetic equation which naturally seemed 
doubtful to Pelliot, Tokh. 72, note 1. We may keep in mind also the still uncertain 

Niya Kharosthi ogu and n/,wkw of the Turkish colophon. There is also a possibility 
that the Niya Kharosthi name karpjaka is connected with kanbak, see above, 
p. 913. In vocabulary we may, beside the reference to Burrow, JRAS 1935, 
667 if., note also Agnean slyok 'strophe' beside Niya Kharosthi sil'oka, sily oga 
'urkundliches Schriftstiick' according to Ltiders, BSOS viii (1936), 654. It may 
further be indicated that a section of the 

•, "uo-suan 
would probably solve the 

problem. 
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ADDENDA 

I 

The pages of the article " Ttaugara " were printed off in the early 
part of the year. The study of the Central Asian documents has 
proceeded during the succeeding months, and it is possible to suggest 
certain additions. 

p. 883. The aksara ha followed by the two dots : indicates Turkish 
y (and possibly q). Hence hvaihu:ra *hvaiyur; -ttahi:, -ttaha, 
-stahi, Turkish tay 'mountain'; uha:, cf. Turkish oq 'division of a 
tribe' (not as p. 884, note 5,' chief'). 

bddamna may be compared with Turkish pwdwn 'a people': 
d for Turkish o would be normal, and it is possible to conjecture a 
pronunciation *bodun (after a suggestion of Minorsky). 

In 1. 78 it would perhaps be better to read dam va ucahi: spata, 
supposing diim to be the word dfim in 

dqm. 
samgalakc of an unpublished 

text. diim could be a place-name or tribal name (cf. perhaps the dvan, 
a clan (?) name in the Sacfi region, twice recorded in a Tibetan 
document, JRAS., 1927, 827); ucahi: could be a Turkish *u5ay 
(? *uaq) ; and spata could be careless writing for spdta 'general', 
which is attested both before and after names. 

silya could equally well mean ' Sogdians ' and so be added to the 
list of forms in BSOS., vi, 948. A Sogdian colony is known at Lob-nor, 
Pelliot, JA., 1916, i, 111 ff. 

V. Minorsky has suggested a comparison of imSja with Turkish 
in&ii 'appanage' ; of adapahfitti with Turkish alpayut; of 
ttfirki bayarkdva with tiirk and bayirqu, a tribe of the Uighurs; and 
of hatti bara with Bl DT Xd-d'iet, a tribe of the Talis federation. 

p. 886, line 9. Read -8 for -8. 
p. 890. Read pr'tyk'pwd for pr'ty'pwd. 
p. 895. Read Nagar&h1ra. 
p. 896, note 3. The kingdom of Kuci (Kuci raja-) is known in the 

Niya Kharosthi documents. 
p. 897, note 3. A. Freiman has written to inform me that document 

no. 15 of the Sogdiiskii sbornik is written in Turkish runic script, but 
in a yet undetermined language. 

p. 899. Read also Aaot. 
p. 902. It may be useful to note that the " Four Great Divine 

Kings " are the four Lokapilas, Vaidravaiia, Dhrtarlitra, Virialhaka, 
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and Virfipiksa, famous in the seventh chapter of the Suvarna- 
bhhsottamasfitra. 

p. 906. The Skt. drya appears in the Sanskrit-Tibetan formulary 
(ed. Hackin, Formulaire sanscrit-tibdtain, 1924) in the forms a-rja 
(j = dz) and a-rjya (j = di), and tiryak in the form tri-ja-ka. Hackin 
refers also to an unpublished Uighur Turkish text with arja, p. 102. 

p. 907. Read Maitreya-samiti-ndtaka. 
p. 913, note 1. kandak is called ga-hjag in Tibetan documents, 

F. W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts and Documents concerning 
Chinese Turkestan, pp. 118 and 133. Kdyari iii, 181, 8, quotes 3 

.. 'drinking, carouse by night' as a Kandaki word, see Brockelmann, 
Asia Major, ii, 1, 121. 

p. 914. Sogd. ptgy ,16y,nk 'worthy of honour' (,4'y- derivative 
of arg-) renders 'arhant ', Dhydna Text 14, Benveniste, JA., 1933, 
ii, 215. 

p. 916. It would be safer to say: " toycra and Opoava do not 
exclude a polysyllabic language." 

p. 917 (in note 1 to p. 916). Both ts and tsts represent Chinese 
ts in ydmutsi. tsts for ts has also crept into Skt. texts from the same 

region, see JRAS., 1912, 355, and 370: utstsukesu tv anutsukd(h). 
p. 917, note 1. Read ' the town among the Arginia ', not ' towns ': 

karmtha is singular. 

II 

The present opportunity should be taken to supplement two other 
articles in this volume. 

(1) It was noted too late in the " Fragment of the Uttaratantra 
in Sanskrit ", p. 86, that ukdtta, 1. 22, had been misread for uskdtta, 
which in Saka means ' above '. It is therefore clearly a direction to the 
reader to transpose the two verses of Sanskrit, as Dr. Johnston had 

already seen to be necessary, p. 87, note 11. For uskatta, cf. Siddhasdra, 
5, v. 4: armstamrn astarn.,, uskdtta uskdtta, Tibetan phyi-ma phyi-ma la 
s va-ma sna-ma. 

(2) Iranian Studies V. 
Further work at the Khotan Saka texts has brought some clearer 

views. 

agane was wrongly explained as 'powerless'. It proves to corre- 
spond to Skt. iru- ' thigh', vaksas- 'breasts ', Tibetan ra& (? for brar 
'breast '). 
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aykla is Skt. ayogula in the story of Mahiprabhdsa in the 

Kalpanimandaitikd, fol. 167, ed. Liiders. 
dide is (in a medical text) 'languor'. 
eysa (-a is frequently for -am) < *alzana- NPers. arzan (after a 

suggestion of Morgenstierne). 
hauga, E. 2, 49 ; 17, 12, hulgo ' soft '. 
kaba, Chinese kdlp 'decilitre', Turkish qav, F. W. K. Miiller, 

Uigurica, ii, 82, cf. Kuchean kawi. 

'uska, aiiuta < ni-yauk- (according to a suggestion of 

Morgenstierne) or ni-auk-: -sk- unvoiced group indicates k not g. 

pdja, E. 4, 26; 12, 35. patdrgya. 

phamrnnai, Skt. tdlu 'palate', ? <older Saka *phatana-. 
4imga, Chinese 3j- fiang 'litre', Turkish sing, Miiller, Uigurica, ii, 

82. Both dva 
im.nga 

'two gimga' and dva hitmga hdlai 'two and a 
half 6imga ' translate Skt. prastham. Since we have also dv 

mdcd.mgyi hadl 'two macnmpga and a half' for Skt. prastham we may infer 
that 1 Bimga = 1 mdcdmga. Then mdacdmga will be the Saka word 

corresponding to the foreign himga: mr - < *mtc'- < *mtak-, cf. 
Saka cde 'water-bird' < *idt- < *dta6- or *dtid-. 

ysuma 'broth', cf. PaNt5 zwamna 'soup, broth', Morgenstierne 
E VP., p. 104 (? wa < f < au) to zau- : zu- ' pour out '. 

The following errata have been noted :- 
s.v. gvir-: gu9dd 3 sing. fem. (not 2 sing.). 
s.v. gyasta-: read ysandhda' u. 
Read 

ham.phThiad. Read iharsta with I. 
s.v. khfje: read E 6, 90. 
s.v. 

kit4f"a: 
read Skt. kutt-. 

Read naspast4me. 
Read paramga. 
s.v. pdrysa : read E 2, 50 parysa. 
s.v. pt7hi: read pi~hyai. 
Read sambajetu. 
s.v. ttulmgare: read tvdikaro, cf. the plate JA., 1911, ii, facing 

p. 120: tvdiakarai with v. 
tvo~ie, produces flesh. Skt. 

b.rmhana. Read ustaimjdnia. 
s.v. vrri: read enema. 
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POSTSCRIPTUM. 
This may be the place to refer to two further contributions to the 

solution of the vexed problem of Central Asia. G. Haloun read a 

paper (which will, it is hoped, be published soon) to the German 
Oriental Society in Bonn in September this year. Pelliot in T'oung 
Pao, 1936, has contributed further matter of importance in an article 
entitled A propos du " tokharien ". From his discussion of the two 
Chinese characters ,f and f.% found in transcriptions of the name of 

Agni, it is clearly safer to leave them aside at present. There remain 

Bar6uq Saka agniye (whence a nom. sing. agxii- could be deduced) 
and Chinese transcriptions indicating *angi-. The initial vowel of the 
native name is uncertain: one can conjecture a, o or e. If we give 
greater credence to the more flexible BrThmi script,' we may suppose 
a word ending in -gii or in the system of Dialect A -kiii. Should it 
be desirable, a connection with Skt. ahi-, or the form with nasal as in 

Lith. angis ' snake ', may be maintained. 
It may be noted, in reference to p. 265 touching Agni and Agnean, 

that "Agnean " is simply an Englishing of Skt. agneya which the 

Agneans themselves used, just as " Kuchean" is an Englishing of 
the Skt. Kauceya, Kaucya used by the people of Kuci.2 

The name of Tun-huang (discussed here, p. 262 ff.) will need yet 
further consideration. In this connection Karlgren's study in the 
Ts'ai Yiian P'ei Anniversary Volume, 1933, Some Turkish transcrip- 
tions in the light of irregular aspirates in Mandarin, will be of service. 
It will not, however, be useful to start from the Chinese transcription. 
Sogdian Srw"n interpreted by Greek Opoava can alone be accepted 
as authoritative. In Sogdian words Sr- may represent Sr- (or lr-), Old 
Iran. dr-, or Or-, Old Iran. Or-. The more precise Greek script (which 
was not unknown in Central Asia) could define the 8r- here as Or-. 

I am reminded by Hansen of the twyr'kdny in the Kara-balgasun 
inscription, ? 19, and by Minovi of the twh'ryk of the Draxt I asarik, 
? 42. 

1 The name tafiyaE in Turkish, V g t'ak-b'udt (or • E ) in Chinese, 
Greek 

"ravyaair, 
similarly offers fly and kb'. We should probably prefer to trust the 

form in Sogdian script. 
2 Three unimportant points may be indicated here. On p. 261 the reference to 

Switzerland is due to a misunderstanding of the phrase " identical language ": 
Swiss ksi' been' is sufficiently different from German geweeen. On p. 264 the earlier 
explanation of Syriac tBwr8tn is repeated without reference to the essential diffi clty, 
the absence of w in the first syllable. On the same page, lines 3-4 are not strictly 
correct, since neither of the two erroneous forms (due to an error in copying, since 
no originality was sought in the Chinese conjectural reconstructions) entered into 
the following discussion, and t'uoXudd was attested by the third Chinese transcription. 
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